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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 30, 1902

REMEMBERED.

Washington, May 30. Decoration
Day was obesrved here today perhaps
more generally than ever before. The
announcement that President Roosevelt would deliver the oration at Arlington brought to that historic city of
the dead a vast concourse of people.
The local arrangements In charge of
the Department of the Potomac included a parade of all G. A. K. and other
patriotic organizations, the decoration
of monuments and graves and addresses by men prominent in the affairs of the government.
A touching feature of the work of
decorating was the strewing of flowers
over the graves of the confederate
dead who lie buried In a section of the
cemetery.
President Roosevelt's address was
as follows:
It is a good custom for our country
to have certain solemn holidays in
commemoration of our greatest men
and of the greatest crises in our history. There should be but few such
holidays. To increase their number is
to cheapen them. Washington and
Lincoln the man who did most to
found the union, and the man who did
most to preserve it stand head and
shoulders above all. our other public
men, and have by common consent won
Among
the right to this
the holidays which commemorate the
turning points In American history,
Thanksgiving has a significance peculiarly its own. On Jnly 4 we celebrate
the birth of the nation; on this day, the
30th of May, we call to mind the deaths
of those who died that the nation
might live, who wagered all that life
holds dear for the great prize of death
In battle, who poured out their blood
like water in order that the mighty national structure raised by the
patriotism of Washington, Franklin, Marshall, Hamilton, and the other
great leaders of the revolution, great
Iramers of the constitution, should not
crumble into meaningless ruins.
Performed the Task.
You whom I address today and your
comrades who wore the blue beside
you in the perilous years during which
strong, sad, patient Lincoln bore the
crushing load of national leadership,
performed the one feat the failure to
perform which would have meant destruction to everything which makes
the name America a symbol oi hope
among the nations of mankind. You
did the greatest and most necessary
task which has ever fallen to the lot of
any men on this western hemisphere.
Nearly three centuries have passed
since the waters of our coasts were
first furrowed by the keels of tne men
whose children's children were to inherit this fair land. Over a century
and a half of colonial growth followed
the settlement; and now for over a
century and a quarter we have been a
nation.
During our four generations of national life we have had to do many
tasks, and some of them of
importance; but the only really
vital task was the one you did, the
task of saving the union. There were
other crises in which to have gone
wrong would have meant disaster; but
this was the one crisis in which to
have gone wrong would have meant
not merely disaster but annihilation.
For failure at any other point atone
ment could have been made; but had
you failed in the iron days the loss
would have been irreparable, the defeat
irretrievable. Upon your success depended all the future of the people on
this continent, and much, of the future
of mankind as a whole.
A Reunited Country.
You left us a reunited country. You
left us the right of brotherhood with
the men in gray, who with such courage, and such devotion for what they
deemed the right, fought against you.
Hut you left us much more even than
your achievement, for you left us the
memory of how it was achieved. You,
who made good by your valor and patriotism the statesmanship of Lincoln
and the soldiership of Grant, have set
as the standards lor our efforts in the
future both the way you did your work
in war and the way in which when the
war was over you turned again to the
woik of peace. In war and in peace
alike your example will Etand as the
wisest of lessons to us and our children and our children's children.
The War of Today.
Just at this moment the army of the
United Slates, lea by men who served
among you in the great war. is carrying to completion a small but peculiarly trying and difficult war in which
Is involved not only the honor of ihe
flag but the triumph of civilization
over torces which stand for the black
chaos of savagery and barbarism. The
task has not been as difficult or as important as yours, but, oh, iuy com
e.

far-seein- g

'

rades, the men in the uniform of the
United State3, who have for the last
three years patiently and uncomplainingly championed the American cause
in the Philippine Islands, are your
younger brothers, your sons. They
have shown themselves not unworthy
of you, and they are entitled to the
support of all men who are proud of
what they aid.
These younger comrades of yours
have fought under terrible difficulties
and have received terrible provocation
from a very cruel and very treacherous
enemy. Under the strain of these provocations I deeply deplore to say that
some among them have so far forgotten themselves as to counsel and con
mit. in retaliation, acts of cruelty. The
fact that for every guilty act committed by one of our troops a hundred
acts of far greater atrocity have been
committed by the hostile natives upon
our troops,, or upon the peaceable and
who are friendly tQ
us, can not be held to excuse any
wrongdoer on our side. Determined
and unswerving effort must be made,
and Is being made, to find out every Instance of barbarity on the part of our
troops, to punish those guilty of it,
and to take, if possible, even stronger
measures than have already been
taken to minimize or prevent the occurrence of all such Instances in the
future.

IIOITRITE

THE
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Honored

the Dead Soldiers.
Exercises held this
Morning.

Public

Oration of the Day

Delivered by

Judge Baker.
A PERFECT MAY DAY.

birlpes, the emblem of freedom, liberty
and equality and proclaim, wherever
Old Glory shall wave no slave shall be

HT

found.

Slavery, the blackest and costliest
page on American history. Billions of
money and thousands upon thousands
of lives were given that on our domains no slavery should exist.
Thus we are pushing forward. Civil
ization. Christianity, education and
progress have advanced so unparalleled ia our nation, that we are constrained to lelieve that our destinies
have been shaped by a wise and generous Providence.
Immutable Principles.
Liberty, Freedom and Equality are
immutable principles, as fixed as the
stars, and as Just as God htinselr.
Though purchased by the lives of hundreds of thousands of patriotic sons.
we have a reunited people and a reunited country.
When Spain, under our very no?e.
starved and butchered a people, because they chaffed under the yoke of
tyrani.y and oppiession. when cruel
nd heartless Spain blew up the Maine
and sent our noble boys to watery
graves then it was that we saw and
knew that we were one people again;
t5en it was that we saw and knew that
the dead past must bury Its dead;"
then it wa3 that patriotism was ram
pant in our whole country; then it was
and now it Is that we love the late con
federacy, not for what it did, but for
what it is.
Thus we are a reunited people and a
reunited country no north, no houth,
no east, no west. One God, one peo
ple, one country and one flag.
Without discussing our insular pos
sessions and our brilliant achieve
ments Incident thereto, I want to say
the war with Spain is the third greatest epoch in the world's history.
The declaration of independence and
the bravery to sustain it and the
of a nation where the people
should govern themselves, was an
epoch in the world's history that was
as just as justice and as bright as the

Memorial Day could not have been
more perfect as to weather with its
clear and cloudless sky and its warm
sun. The entire town turned out to
honor the memory of those who have
died.
The parade was half an hour late in
Lynching
Are Inhuman.
getting started.
formed at the corFrom time to time there occur in our ner of Gold avenue and Second street
country, to the deep and lasting shame and was under command of Col. John
of our people, lynchlngs carried on un Borradaile. Headed by a detachment
der circumstances of inhuman cruelty of police it moved at 9:30. The Italian
and barbarity a cruelty infinitely band was in the lead and was followed
worse than any that has ever been by a carriage containing Mayor Myers,
committed by our troops In the Philip- Department Commander Edwards of
pines; worse to the victims, and far the G. a. R.. Chief of Police T. J. Mc- more brutalizing to those guilty of it. Mlllin and Judge B. S. Baker.
The
The men who fail to condemn these members of the board of aldermen follynchings, and yet clamor about what lowed. The immediate escort to the
has been done in the Philippines, are old veterans was company G, New
ctal-lishln- g
Indeed guilty of neglecting the beam Mexico National Guard, under comin their own eye while taunting their mand of Captain Elder. G. K. Warren
brother about the mote in his. Under- post. Grand Army of the Republic, and
stand me. These lynchings afford us all other old veterans were next 'and
no excuse for failure to stop cruelty in the members of the Woman's Relief
the Philippines. Every effort is being Corps rode just behind the veterans. noonday sun.
made, and will be made, to minimize The fire department closed the line.
The preservation of this union was
an epoch that saved us all we gained
the chances of cruelty occurring.
At
the
Park.
But keep in mind that these cruelin the first struggle of our country, and
The procession moved east On Gold saved us from degenerating from the
ties in the Philippines have been wholavenue
street,
on
to
First
north
First great nation we were destined to bo,
ly exceptional, and have been shameWe deeply and street to tiailroad avenue, and west to to mere weaklings among the nations
lessly exaggerated.
flag
living
was
park.
the
The
formed of the earth.
bitterly regret that any such cruelties
should have been committed, no mat- by the school children and was a beauHow little we realize the narrowness
sight.
tiful
park
was
The
erowded of our escape from division and how
ter how rarely, no matter under what
was
called "tittls
provocation, by American troops. But and the immense audience
appreciate the great achieve
they afford far less Justification for a to order by bugle ca. Rev. Thomas ment of the union soldier.
..
general condemnation of our army Harwood delivered a touching invocaEpoch.
Third
The
and a patriotic selection was Riven
than these lyncnings afford for the con- tion
The third epoch without the others
E. S. Stover
demnation of the communities In by the band.
could never have been, it is the personwhich they have taken place. In each read the orders of the commander-in-chie- f
and the department commander, ification of .liberty enlightening the
case it Is well to condemn the deed,
world. It was tne first bold and deand it Is well also to refrain from In- while Adjutant W. W. McDonald read fiant
stride of the march against tyrcluding both guilty and innocent in the Lincoln's Gettysburg address. The anny and
oppression, that is as certain
choir of the Lead Avenue Methodist
same sweeping condemnation.
Episcopal church sang the "Star Span- to continue around the world, and as
Should Condemn the Deed.
gled Banner," after which the ritual sure to complete Its work as was SherIn every community there are people exercises of the Grand Army Were con- man's march to the sea.
mn the
Today we scatter flowers
incon- ducted by the officers of G. K. Warren
who commit acts of well-nigyour
ceivable horror and baseness. If we post. 'Columbia" was sung by the graves of those who helped to fillarmy,
fix our eyes only upon these individ- choir and in a brief and fitting address graves, veterans of the Union
uals and upon their acts, and if we for- Mayor Myers introduced Judge B. S. not in token of what they did, but from
the fullness of our hearts to take to
get the far more numerous citizens of Baker as the orator of the day.
our bosoms our ' penitent brothers
upright and honest life and blind ourJudge Baker's Address.
selves to their countless deeds of wisJudge Baker was received with with whose souls are now filled with nobler
Impulses.
dom and justice and philanthropy, it is great applause and spoke as follows:
The man of peace and principles
easy enough to condemn the communi- Commander G. K. Warren Post, No. 5,
ty. There Is not a city In this land
of the Grand Army of the Republic makes the mightiest warrior. The man
who fights and conquers by brute force
which we could not thus condemn if
and Fellow Citizens:
we fixed our eyes purely upon its poWe assemble today to do homage to is a swaggering bully. The nation that
lice record and refused to look at what our patriotic dead. On the graves of subdues a people and holds it conpurposes, Is
it had accomplished for decency and hundreds of thousands of heroes, to quered for its own selfish
nation that will stand by
Justice and charity. Yet this is exactly day, will be scattered flowers and ungodly. A
the attitude which has been taken by tears. Flowers for their bravery and and see a people ground into serfdom,
too many men with reference to our patriotism, tears for their untimely oppression and degradation is cowardly. War to rob others of their proparmy in the Philippines; and it is an death.
A war
attitude both absurd and cruelly unThey chose to sleep in the bosom of erty and liberty is unrighteous.
freedom by a people for
just.
the land they love, rather than live for liberty and righteous.
We themselves is
to see it divided and dishonored.
The Rules Are Lincoln's.
A life thus laid upon the altar can
love the heroic dead who died for home
which
have
of
warfare
The rules
never be better fitted to appear before
country.
and
A life sacrificed
been promulgated by the war departArchitecture and sculpture for thou the gates of eternity.
ment and accepted as the basis of con sands
paid his" tribute for liberty and freedom is sacrificed
years,
of
have
duct by our troops in the field are the to great men, but the union soldiers for elements and Ingredients of God. A
rules laid down by Abraham Lincoln built for themselves a monument in the war for the liberty and freedom of oth
when you, my hearers, were fighting hearts of the American people, grander ers is the most holy of all wars. When
for the union. These rules provide, of than any' memorial structure designed a man is willing to lay down his own
course, for the just severity necessary by mortal man, and it is as enduring as life that others may realize and taste
in war. The most destructive of all the corner stone of our republic. It will the sweets of freedom, he is imbued
forms of cruelty would be to show le
on the pages of his with the highest principles of man
weakness where sternness is demand tory and generations yet unlorn will hood.
ed by iron need. But all cruelty Is for bow at this altar and draw therefrom
War of Humanity.
bidden, and all harshness beyond what new inspiration of patriotism.
Our nation went to war with Spain
is called for by need. Our enemies In
It is only the manly, patriotic, heroic not fcr territory, but for humanity, and
the Philippines have not merely vio- and brave that can leave a loving our
actions have been approved by the
lated every rule of war, but have made mother, a fond father, a devoted wife civilized
world and by the conscience
of these violations their only method and sweet babes and plant, prehaps the f our own people.
By the grace of God,
We would last kiss upon their lips, to answer the
of carrying on the war.
and the assistance of the United
have been Justified by Abraham Lin- call of battle.
States. Cuba is today a free country.
coln's rules of war in infinitely greater
However soon they may have fallen When and how full liberty shall be
severity than has been shown. The they
lived a life full of glory and given the people of the Pnillpplne Islfact really is that our warfare in the worthy
the emulation or any patriot ands, and whether by independent
Philippines has been carried on with Great
deeds are imperishable, the acDrotectorate government or
singular humanity. For every act of tor immortal.
will be
liv territorial administration
cruelty .by our men there have been Indead who placed honorably and wisely decided by the
are
the
Blessed
magof
forbearance,
acts
numerable
lives upon the altar of patriot- patriotic and humanity loving people
nanimity and generous kindness. These their
ism.
of this just and great nation.
characterwhich
have
qualities
are the
Today we are reminded pf the sad
The people of the Philippine Islands
ized the war as a whole. The ci uelties days of the sixties, when to be a panever rise in the scale of morality
nave been wholly exceptional, on our triot was to take your musket in one can humanity,
under the ignorance,
and
part.
and your life in the other.
and religious dogmas that
The guilty are to be punished; but in hand,
our
race
of
all
blood
Tho choicest
for hundreds of years pervaded these
punishing them, let those who sit at made
crimson the Atlantic slope for islands.
ease at home, who walk delicately and the
freedom,
cause of
and the noblest
the matter In charge
live in the soft places of the earth, re- blood that ever flowed from human Those who have and
condition of the
member also to do them common Jus- veins stained the soil of the Sunny know the people
inhabitants of these Islands and can
tice. Let not the effortless and the
preservation of that hitter judge what course to pursue.
South,
rail overmuch at strong men freedom. for the
No emergency has ever yet arisen In
who with blood and sweat face years
An Abhorred Word.
our affairs but what this nation has
of toil and days and nights of agony,
Only a few years ago the word abo- met it squarely and fairly and came
and at need lay down their lives in reassurances of the
mote tropic Jungles to bring the light litionist was a hissing byword in every out of it with new of
our people, and
You had but to whisper it wisdom and justice
of civilization into the world's dark mouth.
manage
places. The warfare that has extend- upon the streets of our city, when lo, our ability to select men to
our nation.
ed the boundaries of civilization at the as from the very pavement sv.rsed up the destinies of
There are always those who are
expense of barbarism and savagery an armed multitude ready to take venwiser,
in their own conceit, than the
most
geance
on
of
one
demon.
the
the
centuries
for
been
has
When barely mentioned in our na- patriots at the helm of the Ship of
potent factors in the progress of huand are ever ready to criticise
manity. Yet from its very nature it tional legislature, the old Ship of State State,sow
and
the seeds of discord, but no
topmast
liable
stasgered
and
from
everywhere
leen
trembled
always
and
has
say that our Dation can or
patriot
will
to
keel.
abuses.
to dark
associa- ever should lay down its arms under
conventions,
Conferences,
Will Prevent Abuses.
tions and assemblies with solemn vis- tire.. Our flag must be honored wherIt behooves us to keep a vigilant age and deprecating gesture repudiat- ever unfurled to the breeze.
In the rebellion and Spanish-Amerl- watch to prevent these abuses and to ed all sympathies with such heresy.
Today how cnanged the feature!
Continued on fourth page.
Today we unfurl the Stars and
(Continued on fifth page.)
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NUMBER 15!)
426 Lieut. Fred W. Welntge, Octo29, 1S98.
467 George F. Ambrose, July 28.
1900.
427 Miss Nellie Smith, January 30.
1901.
473 Capt. W. I Waring.
500 Governor Chas. Bent, January
19. 184".
605 James L. Hardwlck, January 2,

ber

THEJAPITAL

Over

Seven Hundred
Graves Decorated.

1S99.

Soldiers and Sailors at Santa
Fe Remembered.

526 Child of Capt. J. W. Llttell. July
23 1892
527 Child of Capt. Henry KIrby.
December 28. 1893.
529 Son of Capt. John S. Loud. August 6. 1881.

BASE BALL
Base Ball Games at Socorro Yesterday Morning and Afternoon.
THE EAKlN BOND.

Memorial day was observed at the
territorial capital in an appropriate
manner. The orator of the day was
Judge J. R. McFie, while Colonel Geo.
W. Knaebel read Llnclon's Gettysburg
address. Adjutant W. S. Fletcher read
the orders. The exercises were by all
odds the best and most appropriate
ever held in Santa Fe. Wagon loads
of flowers were taken to the National
cemetery, Santa Fe, and each one of
tne more than 700 graves of soldiers
and sailors were decorated with flow
ers.
Here follows a brief history of the
United States cemetery and a list of
the veterans of Carleton post. Grand
Army of the Republic, Santa Fe, buried
there:
On July 2, 1870, a deed was recorded
In book E. page 394, records of the pro
bate clerk of Santa Fe county, by
which Bishop Lamy made the following announcement:
"Whereas, the said J. B. Lamy Is
desirous of giving and donating to the
United States of America sufficient
land to establish a military cemetery,"
for the consideration of $1 by this deed
39 acres are donated. Until 1879 this
was a military cemetery only. When
the Fort Marcy post was abandoned it
became necessary in order to establish
a national cemetery to enlarge the
area thereof:- The Santa, board of
trade took the matter in hand and
$500 were raised and on October 11,
1875, a second deed was recorded in
book H, page 364, probate clerk's records, by which Bishop Lamy transferred to the United States an additional tract of land containing 1.95 acres of
land. Since then the government has
spent several thousands of dollars in
erecting a very handsome superintendent's house and necessary outbuildings
and in enclosing the entire cemetery
with a splendid stone wall with iron
gates, and today the cemetery stands
as the finest In the entire southwest.
There are burled here 782 soldiers, of
whom 421 are marked as unknown,
The remains of many of these old soldiers have been brought here from
Fort Union, Fort Stanton, Fort Craig
and the battle fields of Glorleta and
V'alverde. During the past three years
the cemetery has been In the efficient
charge of Captain G. D. Crittenden, a
veteran of the civil war, who has the
grounds in finer shape than ever be-

fore.

The following members of Carleton
Post, G. A. R., Santa Fe. are buried In
this cemetery, giving the number of
the grave and the date of death:
324 Ernest Falk, April 7, 1883.
385 James T. Steele, February 24,
1901.
404
1884.
407

cember
414
416
1888.
420
1890.
422
426

William Becker, December

10,

Major Geo. W. Howland,

De-

21, 1886.

Joseph H. Burke, March 3, 1888.
P. F. Herlow, September 11,
D. B.

Abrahams, February

2

George Chase. July 9. 1890.
Col. E. W. Wynkoop, September
'
11.1891.
429 Frederick Smith. June 6. 1897.
430 William H. Soehnchen, March

17. 1897.

432
43

John Dalton. October 25, 1899.
James E. Lamberson, September

7. 1895.
444 Francis Bowers, July 10, 1894.
461 Col. Francis Downs, June 26,
1898
464 Capt. J. R. Hudson, March 18,
1899.
465 Captain R. A. Baca, March 21,
1899.
468 Capt. H. M. Davis, December
31, 1900.
471
Gen. G. A. Smith, December 11,
1885.
January 9,
506 Charles Becker,
1900.
511
Levi Garnier, December 23,
1898.
516 Henry Ostrander, December 1.
1898.

In addition the following graves are
among others very much looked for:
179 George, son of General H. W.
Lawton. died December 21, 1883.
321
Col. William Craig, May 27,

1886.
369 Hugo RansB. January 23. 1901.
419 Col. W. I). McClure, December
15 1889
428 E. T. Webber., August 3, 1897.
410 Dr. W. T. Strachn, July 10. 1895.
442 Lieut. G. S. Harrison, June 2,
1894.
446 John B. Delieden, August 1.
1894.
Hugo Hartmann, February 1,
44i
1893.
460 Child of Col. E. H. Plummer,
August 7, 1892.

Two Games Played In Socorro Gam
This Afternoon.
W. E. Martin, manager of the Santa
Fe Central base ball team, with hla
team of base ball players, came In from
Socorro this morning, where they
played two games yesteraay. The
morning game resulted In a victory for
the Santa Fes over the School of Mines
team by the score of 15 to 7. The second game, in the afternoon, was a victory for the School of Mines club by
the score of 21 to 20. Mr. Martin states
that the School of Mines exercises at
the Garcia hall were exceedingly fine.
Judge A. A. Freeman delivered a fine
address, followed by the awarding of
gold medal to E. E. Jones, son of Prof.
F. A. Jones, and then the awarding of
diplomas. . This was followed by a
grand dance.
Mr. Martin says the
Santa Fe visitors were royally enter

tained.
The Browns and the Santa Fe Cen
tral teams are crossing bats at the fair
grounds this afternoon, and a large
crowd is present.
MONUMENT UNVEILED.

Confederate Soldier Who Died at the
Battle of Weitport
Kansas City, May 30. The principal feature of the Decoration Day exercises here was the unveiling at For--,
est Hill cemetery of an imposing shaft
erected by the Daughters of the Confederacy of this city to the confeder-- .
ate soldier who. died at the battle of
West port, formerly a suburb of Kansas
City. Thousands Journeyed
to the
cemetery, among ftiem hundreds of
confederate veterans and Daughters of
tho Confederacy from the surrounding
country. The oration was delivered by
James B. Gantt, Judge of the Missouri
Bupreme court.
At the various cemeteries, the G.
A. R. veterans decorated the graves of
the union soldiers and a detail of the
state militia did like service at the
graves of those who died in the Spanish war.
.

.

BUST OF McKINLEY.
Oration was Delivered by Former Postmaster General Smith.
Philadelphia, May 30. The feature
of the Decoration Day exercises in this
city was the unveiling of the memorial
bronze bust and pedestal erected to the
memory of President McKinley ry the
Philadelphia letter carriers and post- -'
office employes.

Former Postmaster General Smith
delivered the oration.

St Joseph's Hospital.
The dedication of the beautiful St.
Joseph's hospital, in which the whole
community has been so long interested, took place this morning at 9
High mass was celebrated
o'clock.
leautiful little chapel by Father
Gentile from Old Town, the full Cath-oli- c
choir rendering one of their beautiful musical programs. The Kyrle.
Gloria and Credo were from Giorza's
grand mass. For the offertory Mrs.
Shinlck sar.g the Eolo, Salutorls. by
Rostnl, the Sanctus. Benedictus and
Agnus Die from Farmer's mass in B
fiat. Miss Anita Armijo presided at the
organ and also sang alto, completing a
mo6t beautiful service. There was no
regular sermon, but Father Mandalari
most eloquently thanked the citizens
and ladies who have assisted so kindly
and others who have furthered the interests of the work which for several
years has been the heart's desire of the
Every one
good Sisters of Charity.
was delighted with the beautiful hospital and the rooms were crowded during the day by visitors who pronounced
the building a fitting one and the finest
this slue of Chicago.
Eakin's Bond.
W. B. Chllders. attorney, will leave
tonight for Las Vegas, and he will take
along with him the bond for the release oi James D. Eakln from the San
Miguel county Jail. The bond Is
and each and every bondsmen
has qualified for consldeiably more
than the actual amount required
Attorney Childers says that the
bor-for Louis Fonville will be furnished by his Texas relatives and
friends.
Favor Independent Action,
Denver. May 30. The anuual convention of ihe United Association of
Hotel and Restaurant Employes today
adopted resolutions favoring independent political action by labor organizations and advocating the establishment
commonwealths. The
of
officers were elected and H. B. Waters,
of Denver, was chosen president.
Mrs. Learnard's Funeral.
The funeral of Mrs. E. P. Learnard
will be held at 2:3i o'clock tomorrow
afternoon at the home of W. P. Fox,
5o5 South Third street.
REWARD Five dollars reward forth
return of Sterling racing wheel
taken from the Hotel Highland. W.
A. Harseh.
Dedication of

in-th-

gilt-edge-

$20,-00-

0.
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CLOUDCROFT

The Alvarado Pharmacy

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at. Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed unPURE DRUGS,
der the able management of the popuFull Line of Druggists' Sundries.
PERFUMES,
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
TOILfcl ARTICLES."
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputaB.
Prescription Druggist
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.
year. Extensive improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
tory. though only a conquered province amusements and entertainment.
.Ibucjucrquc Daily (Jifijci) of the great republic, furnished Fix For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
information regarding this
thousand soldiers to the union amy or furtherresort,
call on nearest coupon
summer
war.
HUGHES ft KcCREIQHT. Publishers during the civil
It kept Its quota of troops more than ticket agent, or address.
A. N. BROWN,
filled by volunteers and no draft was
I. Route,
G. P. A., E.
Thoa. Hughes
Editor ever needed to secure the necessary
El Paso, Texas.
W. T. McCrelght, Mgr. and City Ed. men demanded of New Mexico.
With wondrous patience the pioneers JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
of New Mexico are working out their
Publlsbe Daily and Weekly.
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Secown destiny in spite of all opposition ond street, every Tuesday, Thursday
anyone.
help
from
and
without
the
and Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A
x
The people of New Mexico have con- relay of stock is kept at Zla. Arrives
quered Indians, an arid climate, and at tne Springs in time for supper.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches more discouraging conditions, than Don't be deceived by people who tell
Largest City and County Circulation confronted the pioneers of any other you they will take you Just as quick
Tha Largest New Mexico Circulatior portion of the west, and are getting as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation into position to take their rightful else has any change of stock on the
place as one of the commonwealths of route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
Copies of this paper may be found the great republic.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor,
on file at Vasnington in the office of
o
,
our pectal correspondent, E. O.
Just Received
Burns, cuts,
Monarch 6ver pain.
918 F street, N W., Washington,
sprains, stings. Instant relief. Dr. a fine lot of upholstered couches with
D. C.
Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug all steel construction. Don't fail to
see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
New Mexico demands Statehood store.
Furniture Co., west end of viaduct.
from tha
Congress.
Also a fine line of ingrain carpets and
ROOSEVELT INVITED.
art squares, ranging in prices from
Terms of SubscrlDtion:
wool and all
He May Attend the Territorial Fair in $3. SO and up; cotton,
wool.
laily, by mall, one yrtr
ff 00
City.
This
Dally, by mall, six month
uC
o
On behalf of the people of this city
Dally, by mail, three moni.ii
1 50
Special Summer Excursion.
Dally,
mall, one month
60 The Citizen telegraphed Delegate
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
Oally. bv carrier, one month
75
to invite President Roosevelt to $51.50.
Weekly, by mall, per year
2 ou
held
in
be
fair
territorial
to
the
attend
Albuquerque to Kansas City and reTHE DAILY CIT1ZKN will be delivered
'n the c.iy at the low rate of 20 rent per this city in October. Last evening the turn. $39.00.
wek, or for 75 tents rer month, when following reply was received from
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
paid monthly. T! ie rates are less than Delegate Rodey:
$46.50.
those of any other dally paper in the
PresMay
29.
"Washington,
Invited
territory.
on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
ident Roosevelt to attend the fair. San andTickets
i
24 to September 12, inclusive.
June
Statehood clubs should be formed in Antonio, Texas. Invited him at
October 31, 1902.
same moment. It is quite possible that Final return limit
every town in New Mexieo.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

H. BRIGGS & CO.,

P.--

SIg-gere-

Fifty-Sevtnt-

J

&

Ro-de-

y

tit

he may decide to come."

There are two sides and 2,000 islands
to the Philippine question.
There are 1.437 different "cures" for
rheumatism, but none for a scolding
woman.

El Paso wants to make a $50,(i00
mineral exhibit at the St. Louis world's
fair in 1904.

The people of the United States pay
to the life insurance companies over
one mm!on dollars a day.
There will be a number of Elks from
this city at the Elks' Fourth of July
celebration at Silver City.
New Mexico was the scene of two
severe battles during the Mexican war
Valverde and Glorieta.

President Roosevelt will be given a
grand welcome if he attends the territorial fair in this city next October.
There are 782 soldiers buried in the
military cemetery at Santa Fe, of
whom 421 are marked as unknown.
Ohio may clamor for Roosevelt, but
Senator Hanna will have the state delegation in the next national

President Roosevelt's speech delivered today at Arlington cemetery Is a
patriotic defense of the army of the
Philippines.
Judge Benjamin S. Baker is winning
golden opinions as judge of this district, and he is also a pleasing and pat.
rlotic orator.

According to the new city directory
of Chicago that city now has'a population of 2,149.000, an increase for fhe
year of 70,000.
According to the census of 1900 the
farms of the United States contained
C23.000.000 acres, of which nearly
is under wood.
one-thir-

d

A
A
A
A

A

Thursday and Friday

A
A
A

May 29th and 30th.

A
A

...

A
A

300 yards of No. 16 Washable Taffeta Silk Ribbons, in Black,
L
Cream,Pink, Blue, Red, etc. regular value 25 cents. Sale
4
A Price for two days, per yard,
J
A
500 pairs of Ladies' Finest 35 cent Black Maco Hose, full reg- - ft
A
g
ular made, Hermsdorf black; we can take oath that there ain't
A
like it in this town: it's your chance for two hours to buv flno f
A hose at
sizes 8
9 and 9
only two
4
pairs to each customer; Special Price per pair
one-half-pric- e;

1--

2,

1--

2;

IlrC

A

1500 pairs of Ladie's $2.00 Kid
.shoes, in lace or button, all sizes,
widths E and EE, patent leather
tips; Special price for two
yOC
days only

case of Men's Balbriggan Underwear, just the thing for the hot
weather, shirts and drawers to
match, fully worth 35cts. IQp w
Special Price for two days
1

QQr

A
A
A

i

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail

Orders
Promptly
Filled

Patterns 10c
None Higher

A

wV

Leon B.Stern'.propwetw

i

A
OOCOCOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCXDCOOO

d

run-dow-

IvJ'C
any-thin-

o

international
Triennial Convention,
World Wide deputation.
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Vermifuge
has
White's Cream
Colo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
achieved a world wide reputation as
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick
being the best of all worm destroyers, ets on sale June 24. Return limit July
and for its tonic influence on weak and 5, 1902.
unthrifty children, as it neutralizes the
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
acidity or sourness of the stomach, improves their digestion, and assimila Reduced Rate to San Francisco and
tion of food, strengthens their nervous
Return, Account Imperial Council,
system and restores them to the
Nobles Mystic Shrine, San Francishealth, vigor and elasticity of spirits
co, June 10 to 14, 1902.
natural to childhood. 25c at CosmoRate of $35 for round trip; tickets
politan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
on 6ale June 3 to 8 inclusive; final reo
turn limit July 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
William M. Reilly was at White Oaks agent.
from Capitan. Mr. Reilly says the pro.
Plumping.
duct of the coal mines at Capitan Is
now about as great as at any time in
We have auaed a plumbing depart
its history.
ment and tin shop to our business.
When you havo anything in this line
Holds Up a Congressman.
"At the end or the campaign," writes to be done see us about it before plac
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con- ing your order. Albuquerque Hardgressman, "from overwork, nervous ware company.
o
tension, loss of sleep 'and constant
speaking I had about utterly collapsed.
Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque
It seemed that all the organs in my
to Los Angeles and
body were out of order, but three bot- San Diego, .35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
tles of Electric Bitters made me all
medi- return, $55.00.
right. It's the best
cine ever sold over a druggist's countTickets on sale every Tuesday,
men and Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep
er." Overworked,
weak, sickly women gain splendid tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
health and vitality from Electric Bit- limit November 30, 1902.
ters. Try them. Only uOc. Guaranteed
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
by all druggists.
o
o
MONEY TO LOAN.
On dlamonas, watcnes, etc., or any
J. C. Klepinger, of White Oaks, left
for Tortolita canyon to do assessment good security; also household goods
work on some mining claims in that stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
district.
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue,
Don't Start Wrong.
o
Don't stort the summer with a linDo You Want Carpets?
gering cough or cold. We all know
our samples. Our
Call
examine
and
what a "summer cold" is. It's the hardare shipped direct from fae-- ,
est kind to cure. Ofteen it "hangs on" carpets
J. H.
through the entire season. Take It in tory. We can save you money.
hand right now. A few doses of One Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
c
Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Carpets! Carpetsll Carpets!!!
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
Our new spring line is complete;
grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung come and see us. Our prices are the
Absolutely safe. Acts at muslin.
troubles.
Albert Faber, 305 Rallroau
once. Children like it. "One Minute avenue.
Cough Cure is the best cough medicine
o
I ever used," says J. H. Bowles, Grove-ton- ,
Darning water la chemically pure
anything
found
never
H.
"I
N.
equal to Polan Springs.
else that acted so safely and quickly."
&
Co.
Brlggs
B.
H.
&
J. H. O'Rlelly
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
Co.j

SPECBALS

W

JlB'Riellyifa

1

4

:

Keep Cool
PURCHASING

BY

A

of old would have loved to have tread
a measure with his ladye love on such
a fabric and picture of beauty as we
are displaying now in new colors and
designs in carpets. The most exquisite
taste can be suited here from our fine
stock. We have samples in all kinds
of Moquitte, Axmlnster, Wilton, Velvet, Brussels, etc., at reduced prices,
and with draperies that will match the

NICE

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner 8econd street and Coal avenue

COLD SPONGE BATH.
HAVE

Carpet Knight

colors.

GOOD 3A1H fel'CNGE FOR A
WE

Ci

A

SPONGES

AT

ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
50c and up.

J.

THE

H O'RIELLY & CO.
Prescription Druggists

,

Bank of Commerce

ROSENWALD BROS.
Not one of the crank prophets now
Hilary White, of Hope, Eddy county,
so busy with theories gave the world
See the newest in ladies' neckwear
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
a word of warning before the recent sold to W. R. Turk, recently, 600 mut
at The Economist.
ton sheep at $2.40 around.
catastrophe at St. Pierre.
o
We sell more shoes than all other
Drowning Man.
a
Like
The coal mines of New Mexico last
stores combined. You know toe rea"Five years ago a disease the
year produced 1,300,000 tons of coal
son. Leon B. Stern.
of
hold
dyspepsia
such
took
called
and the product of the mines of this
o
me that I could scarcely go," writes
Deming, the coming city of New
territory was over J6.000.000. A people George
attorney
well
known
Marsh,
S.
with such resources are fit for
Mexico.
of Nocona. Texas. "I took quantities
OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
but
medicines
pepsin
other
and
of
Have you seen mat blue enanielea
nothing helped me. As a drowning steel ware at the Albuquerque HardM. S. OTERO, President
It is estimated that about 1,000 coal man grabs at a straw I grabbed at ware company's store. It is
most
the
once
explosions
at
by
Improvement
I
an
killed
been
miners have
Kodol.
felt
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
and other accidents in the United and after a few lttles am sound and beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Albuquerque.
in
seen
preparation
only
past
sixty
days
SOLOMON LUNA
well." Kodol is the
States during the
WM. MclNTOSH
II3 West Railroad Avenue.
more men than have been killed in the which exactly reproduces the natural
VELVET
RIB
VELVET
RlrSBONS.
M.
W. A. MAXWELL
BLACKWELL
A.
BALDRIDGE
is
consequently
J. U
armies of the United States in the digestive juices and
Philippines.
the only one which digests any good BONS, VELVET RIBBONS. ROSENfood and cures any form of stomach WALD BROS.
o
J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.; U. H.
The Pueblo, Colo.. Chieftain says trouble.
Wm.
Mrs. Albrignt. tne Artist,
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & 8ANTA FF. RAILWAY
& Co.
Brlggs
that New Mexico is showing a remark
Is again in her studio, lis North Third
a
able advancement in education. The
street. Parties who wish fine work in
Business Opening, $5,000.
sneers that a portion of the eastern
artistic photography, should call and
to
one
some
a
tor
is
chance
Here
press is making at the ignorance of her
Automatic 'phone 574
leave their orders for the new carbon
THIRD STREET
population are illy deserved. No tstate purchase a well established and very
class min- photo, the latest in photographic are. 2161 South Second Street,
or territory can show an equal ratio of profitable business inataafirst
o
is
bargain.
It
ing town in Arizona
Albuquerqn. V Me.
progress.
Deming is the great mining center
about a $5,000 proposition, including
of
large
southwest.
the
fine un to date stock, three lots,
The community that shows a practi- storeroom with cellar, stable
cal appreciation of the efforts of its dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
EAKIN
MELINI
newspapers by a hearty, generous sup- monthly sales, $2,750; mostly cash;
All kinds
port, never is forced to complain of dull terms easy; death of wife and child of
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG.
of
a
advertimes and general apathy. Live
nronrletor reason for selling. At
tisers make live newspapers. :ful live glance it will be seen that this is a rare
STEAM'SJUISAGE FACTORY.
newspapers attract live people to liven chance to make an exceptionally gooa
We handle everything in our line
up things.
Investment. For full particulars and
Agents
Distillers
terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
Special distributors Taylor & Willia i
once. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
PATRIOTIC PEOPLE.
E MIL KLEINWORT,
LoulsTille, Kentucky
It is uphill work for the people of
111
MASONIC BUILDING.
First St.. Albuquerque. N. '.J.
N. THIRD STREET
New Mexieo and Arizona to be as patSHOES
riotic as they should. Kicked and cuff- LADIES CAN WEAR
ed by tne federal government, reviled one size smaller after using Alien's
and slandered by the people of the Foot Ease, a powder to be shaken into
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Atlantic seaboard, neglected in every the shoes. It makes tight or new shoes
way except in the prompt collection of feel easy; gives instant relief to corns
FIRE INSURANCE,
comgreatest
internal revenue taxes, it is almost a and bunions. It's the
REAL ESTATE,
wonder that there is any sort of rever- fort discovery of the age.- - Cures and
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ence for the American republic and yet prevents swollen feet, blisters, callous
ROOMS
CROMWELL BLOCK,
in no part of the country Is more genu- and sore spots. Allen's Foot Ease is
Automatic Telephone 174.
ine patriotism and love of country a certain cure for sweating, hot. achIron and B asu Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; (shaftings. Pulleya,
ing feet. At all druggists and shoe
shown.
Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Deming
offers
opportunisame
the
Today in every town and hamlet of stores, 25c. Don't accept any substinow
most
the
that
Adprosperoul
ties
by
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
mail.
package
of
tute.
free
services
Trial
Memorial
territory
this
cities in the west offered several yean
some sort are being held in honor of dress, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy. N.
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. H.
FOUNDRY
ago.
the dead of the civil war. This terri Y.

ALBUQUERQUE

JOE RICHARDS,

Capital

$100,000

CIGARS

,

Glaesner,
Tailor.

Meat Market'

five-roo-

&

fresh and soil Meats.
Prop.

a

B. A. SLEYSTER,
12-1-

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Work
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ST. JOSEPH'S SANITARIUA

L

FORMALLY

DEDICATED TODAY.

When

the

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

bowels ote const ipnied
blood becomes

the

impure.
The
Hitters is the
best known
laxative and
blood purifier.
It will cure

Agents fop
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and 5 cts,
none higher.

0

3
THE ECONOMIST
Mail

THE ECONOMIST

Orders

'

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

This morning the new St. Joseph's snow, vegetat'.on was growing on this
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
sanitarium was formally dedicated and spot. Mr. Densmore says the surface
rock Is the common red sandstone of
all day open house has been kept by the
country and that the absence of
No Shoes, Clothing or Groceries But Everything In Dry Goods.
.'Sick Headache.
the Sisters for inspection of the Insti- smoke Is conclusive
him
evidence
to
Indigestion,
by
public.
general
Wonders
the
a
tution
it Is not a burning coal mine. He
Dyspepsia and
have been accomplished by these Sis- that
has
located a smaller heated area
since
maiana, rever
much
making
Charity
of
in
this
ters
one
mile of the first which
and Ague.
needed Institution as complete as it Is, within
to be of the same character.
A trial will
although many things are yet needed. seems
The surface of the country shows
convince you.
Spotlessly clean and light it is a pleas- much
fossil rock, apparently sea forms
ure just to go through the building.
vegetation, shells, etc.
Immediately opposite the main en- of Mr.
Densmore says he will willingly ponging to Perry McDonald and L.
trance the parlor furnished by Kellpe guide any
scientific party to the place, martin. Mr. Macyuade expects to put
Chavez, of Belen, Is a beautiful room.
acres of the land under irrigation,
furnish teams and outfit, and that if
The handsome Chickering piano, which they
do not find It just as he describes the La Clnta canyon flowing a living
IT'S TIME TO GET THE GOWN STARTED NOW. WITH THIS IDEA IN VIEW WE HAVE
is a gift from Mr. Chavez, is in this he will
not charge them one cent for stream. Reservoirs will be built to (0
A SPECIAL DISPLAY OF WHITE FABRICS FOR GRADUATING GOWNS.
PREPARED
room. It Is a magnificent instrument
trip; but he stipulates that there store the water. Mr. Wells will go to
with a beautifully grained oak case. A the
go
will
he
Springs,
where
In
Colorado
must
SEE OUR WINDOWS.
be
party
person
some
the
who
large book case is another piece of
show claims to scientific know into business.
furniture in this room and now the can
BEEN
SELECTED WITH THE IDEA OF MAKING THE SHEEREST OF PRETTHEY HAVE
ledge and who goes prepared to test
Sisters are trying to get well selected the gases
Whooping
Couan.
TY
AS
AS TO GIVE THE SERVICE THAT IS EXPECTED OF THEM
WELL
GOWNS
temperaand take correct
books to fill it. A modest start has tures.
A woman who nus had experience
A. M. SWAN.
OF
REMAINDER
SUMMER SEASON.
BELOW FIND SUGGESTIONS
THE
FOR
FOR
THE
been made in this direction. All the
with this disease, tells how to prevent
GRADUATION DRESSES.
private rooms on the first floor have
consequences
it.
any
from
dangerous
For
Those
n
Who
Live
harms.
says: Our three children took
been furnished and in every case the
Dr. Bergin. Pana. 111., writes: "I She
whooping cough last summer, our baby
Sisters left every detail to the taste of have
used
Liniment;
Snow
Ballard's
today
rooms
so
the
furnishing
being only three months old, and
the one
always recommend it to my friends, as boy
vere just as they were left by the donI am confident there Is no better made. owing to our giving them Chamber
furcompletely
Iu an Endless Variety to Choose From.
are
Chiffon Mull, will laundry and do up
ors. The rooms
lost none
is a dandy for burns." Those who Iain's Cough Remedy, they
3 qualities of Taffeta; in pure white, cream
came
In
out
nished and are uniformly dainty and It
plumpness
new,
and
of
qualities, at 50c, 60c and 75c the yd
their
like
three
on farms are especially liable to
attractive. The rooms on the frontfur-of live
much better health than other children
white
20 inches wide; at 1.00,
ivory
Organdie or a Wash Organdie;
white;
and
many
tniffon
cuts,
and
accidental
burns
were
floor
parents did not use this remedy.
tue building on the first
85c and
which heal rapidly when Bal- whose
75c yard
this organdie will laundry and always look like
lustily
would
girl
nished by R. P. Hall. William Farr, B. bruises,
call
Our
little
oldest
lard's Snow Liniment is applied. It for cough syrup between whoops. Jesnew, at 65c, 75c, 90c and
$1.15 tne yard
Flesher, Louis Grant, F. A. Hubbell, should
PEAU DE SOIS AND LOUISENE
be kept In the house for
Mrs. H. N. Jaffa and O. W. Strong. .In cases ofalways
Pinkey Hall, Sprlngville, Ala. This
Swiss Muslins, 30 lnc.ics wide
25c up
BOc and $1.00 sie
emergency.
20
25c,
ivory
Soft
Lustrlous,
wide;
and
by
white
inches
Mr.
the rear is the parlor furnished
remedy is for sale by all druggists.
32
25c up
Batiste,
wide
Sheer
French
incnes
Cosmopolitan
Ruppe.
B.
Pharmacy,
at
and cream white, at $1.25 ana
$1.00 yard
Chavez and rooms lurnished by Mrs.
25c up
Persian Lawns, at inches wide
Public.
to
the
Announcement
Solomon Luna, Mrs. F. W. Clancy and
CREPE DE CHENE
THE SONG OF THE CAMP.
25c up
Dotted Swisses, 30 Inches wide
I will take possession of the Hotel
Airs. James Carroll and daughter.
21 Inches wide, in white and ivory; Special, per
At the west end and in tne rear Is "Give us a song!" the soldiers cried.
Highland on June 1, 1902, as lessee
wide,
Mercerized Figured iainsooks,
the pretty little chapel. The altar
yard
$1.15
nnd manager. It will be my endeavor
The outer trenches guarding.
50c yd
a big line, at
trimmings have been donated and the When the heated guns of the camps al to make this hotel attractive to local
LIBERTY
SATINS
place.
restful
quiet,
a
public.
is
chapel
traveling
The
patrons
and the
little
lied
24 inches
One of the handsome fixtures is a cut
table will be supplied at all times with
wiue, in pure wuite only; per
Grew weary of bombarding.
base.
a
silver
In
set
country affords. The
candelabra
glass
the
best
the
$1.25
yard
of Sister Mary The dark Redan, in silent scoff. '
cuisine, service and accommodations
It was given by a sister
Made of China 'laffeta and Moire Silks, with
too
unfortunately
is
CHINA
SILKS
any
in the
of the hotel will be equal to
Lay
Sebastian but
and threatening, under;
Adjoining
the And thedimtawny
one, two and up to five ruffles on same, at $1..00 up
Desiring your patronage
territory.
large for the altar.
of
mound
Malakoff
the
3G
pure
ivory;
27
In
wide,
white
and
and
inches
chapel is a guest room fitted up by W.a
and good will, I am sincerely yours,
No longer belched Its thunder.
at $1.00 and. . .$1.25
at 50c and 60c;
C. H. BRIGGS.
V Futrelle. The rear of the room is
Proprietor.
sacristy and a door leads directly into There was a pause.
A guardsman
WHITE FIGURED WHI1 E SILKS
the chapel.
said,
In a big range of styles. In cords, stripes and
On the" second floor private rooms
An entire new line of Empire Fans, especially
"We storm the forts tomorrow;
AltheL.
by
G.
50c yard
i,o
O
O
l,tin furnished
Concerning Trade Tricks.
Floral Designs, at $1.25, $1.00, 75c and
may, another day
Sing
we
while
for commencement exercises,, from 50c
ordered
Jose
San
A. Weinman, the
0 The old saying that there are 8
Will bring enough of sorrow.
upward.
in all trades" has outlived 0
"tricks
0
meat market, Balling Brothers and
on
0 Its truthfulness, if there ever was 0
Mrs M. S. Otero. On fhe north side
room They lay along the battery's side,
tho onrnnd floor is the operatingBerna0 any truth in it. This store does 0
cannon;
smoking
Below
the
which is the contribution of the
0 not countenance tricks of any 0
from
from
and
Severn
Brave
hearts
White Lansdowue, 40 inches wide; this ma0 sort to catch the unwary. The 0
lillo County Medical society. The
Clyde,
Drop Stitch Lisle Hose, in all sizes for Misses
buying
policy
of
simple
plain,
Is part wool anu silk, and very stylish; per
department consists of four
0
terial
0
And from the banks of Shann.on.
good merchandise and selling it 0
rooms the room for administering
25c
0
$1.15
Ladles
and
only
yard
room
ha oonoBthPtirn the oDerating
at a Just profit Is what has gained 0
0
imported,
50c
sang
Hose,
Open
They
at
and
of
fame;
love
of
not
Lisle
Work
Fine
the
WHITE MOHAIR
of which one side and a part of sur
0 for us the public confidence.youWhat 0
Forgot was Britain s glory:
upwards.
and
can
you
our
"ads"
in
0
read
celling is of glass, the room for
In three grades and three widths and In three
heart recalled a different name, 0 tie to. People with money to 0
All Silk White Hose, $1.50 and upwards.
the nneration and tn Each
oftor
0
But all sang "Annie Laurie."
pure white, cream and ivory; per yard,
, Tho intter is small for tne
shades
go
j
to
naturally
safe
spend
the
0
0
$1.00
nnrt another room will be used.
60c, 75c and
0 trading place. Golden Rule Dry 0
.he Voice after voice caught up the song,
Co.
Goods
0
At the east and west ends on
AND
ETAMINE
ALBATROSS
WHITE
passion
Until its tender
second floor are the large, well ventilbeds Rose like an anthem, rich and strong
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White Wash Goods
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White Parasols
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White Fans
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Wool Materials

White Hosiery

sur-glc-

White Gloves
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Handkerchiefs

See Our Window Display
In Honor of Memorial Day
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STORE CLOSED FROM NOON UNTIL SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 31.
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QUEENSWARE.
CALL AND SEE OUR

LAMPS
INDIAN BLANKETS,
CARVING SETS,

hANkJPAINTED CHINA
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN POITERY,
MEXICAN HATS.

CUT GLASS,
CHAMBER SETS,
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
JARDINIERES,

W. M ALETTE,

J.
i;3ra?T

PICTURLo,

U

Successor to

A. B. McGaffey

OPEN EVENINGS.

1

Co.

216 WEST RAILROAD AVE

COOOOOOOCOCXDOOOOCXDOC

BORRSDAILE & CO.
Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

Iron Beds All Sizcs- -

$3.00 Up.l
Household Goods on
Easy Payments
117 Gold

Avenue

House Furnishings,

A

Albuquerque N. M.
New and Second
Yt
k Hand Goods.

Just Demand

For Recognition

QOD

S k

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

Flesher & Rosenwald
MAKERS

ooeoootKc
YOU CAN ALL RIDE
Call

at Korber'a repository and

tee the largest stock in the south
west.

THE HOME TRIBUTE.

and consumption Is to cure your cold when It first
appears. Acker's English Remedy will
(Continued from first page.)
stop the cough In a night, and drive
can war we have learned of ourselves the cold out of your system. Always a
and taught the world that our volun- quick and sure cure for asthma, bronteer soldiers cau meet and vanquish chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
the standing army of any foe.
If It does not satisfy you the druggist
It takes patriotism, bravery and In- will refund your money. Write to us
telligence to make a soldier. With our for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
holy underlying principles of liberty Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rlclly & Co. and
and equality and our high standard of B. II. Briggs & Co.
Intellect and education, no power can
stop our army and no force can check ever respect and honor the soldier of
our fleets.
the army of the United States, whether
in service or out. May we ever rememHomes Affected.
During the civil war there was ber the hardships they must endure,
scarcely a home but what had a mem- may we ever be filled with enough pato be an American soldier, and
ber In the thickest of the fight, and triotism
every community was at highest ten- may we never stand with those who
army of our
sion from the spring of 1861 to the fall criticise and slander the may
be indi
of 18fi5. The nearness of battle and country, and while there
close relationship of the participants vldual acts that needs to be rebuked,
In the same, the importance of the re- for brains, bravery and morality, for
deeds in battle and humane
sult, brought home to our hearts and heroic upon
a conquered field, the army
minds every move of the army, and deeds
the United States stands without a
those of us who were old enough to of
remember, were impressed with the rival and without a peer. May we ever
and honor the dead and the livbravery, patriotism and determination revere
army of our Country.
of the boys in blue, believing that the ing heroes of therespect
and deference
What higher
civil war, for great commanders and
the heroic dead than the
the bravery and loyalty of the soldiers, could be paid
thousands of Innocent girls, dtcssed In
the fierce and relentless battles, was white,
annually scattering flowers upon
unparalleled on the pages of history.
their graves? And may the flowers
auu 11 was irue.
And the young blood of today main thus scattered uion their graves be so
fragrant as to perfume the heavens,
tains the reputation of their fathom and
be so soothing to the differences
Rough
"Roosevelt's
Riders" has made
a reputation, as warriors, that attracts of men and passions for war, as to
the swords by the graves thfy
tne admiration of the whole world plant filled;
may they grow and
have
Their names will go down In history blossom, not and
kind, the bright
ot
their
as nooseveit s invinciiiles. ever ready
steel,
but may they
glittering
the
and
and able to follow and detend the flag
poace.
eternal
of
violets
bloom
unaer any hardships and at any cost.
An ovation was given the speaker on
The Grand Army.
the conclusion of his address and
The Grand Army of the Republic is "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground"
an outgrowth of the civil war. It has was sung. The Woman's Relief Corps
ror its roundation rock, loyally to the decorated the monument, after which
government of the United States and "Rest, Peacefully Rest" was sung. A
the flag, the emblem of Its sovereignty salute to the dead was gtven by comand the ensign of freedom. This order pany O and taps was sounded. "Amerhas its poBts. state and national organ- ica" was sung and the benediction was
izations. Its object Is fraternity and pronounced.
cnaruy among us members, and peace
Lunch was served at noon to the vetand good will to men, but first and erans by the Woman's Relief Corps.
above all, loyalty to country.
This afternoon the veterans and memThis order numbers about 300,000 bers of the corps drove to the cemeveterans of the civil war, scattered all teries and strewed flowers on the
over our nation, ever sowing the seed graves. An abundance of flowers was
of loyalty and love of country. It is sad sent In and yesterday the members of
to note that this gigantic, patriotic or- the Relief Corps made over 200
ganization is soon to be history. By
Many more flowers were sent
the highest authority It is estimated this morning and among them were
forty-four
years the last two boxes shipped by friends In Los
that within
member of over 2,000,000 heroes of the Angeles. On the return from the cemcivil war will have gone where wars eteries the parties visited St. Joseph's
are no more. So soon to be oblivious Sanitarium in a body.
to the eye, yet their good works, lov- THE MAZE PRICES.
alty and patriotism will be told for cen
turies, and their example will mould
Flags 25c per gross and up.
and fashion character to the enus of Red,
wnite and blue moss paper
the earth. Their-mandeeds of char
5c
wreathes
ity. In and outside of their order. I
5c
,
will not undertake to enumerate. The Green wreathes
"
10c
Grand Army of the Republic has ever Motto shields
5c
heen active In the field of labor for Decorative bunting
loyalty and patriotism. It has given Red, white and blue ribbon. .6c and 8c
$1.00
many lasting and impressive object Two burner oil stoves
..
5c
Knives
lessons that have touched the hearts Putty are
headquarters for kitchen
We
of our people.
screen doors.
Flag Presentations.
6c
3 arm towel racks
The presentation of the flag by the Lawn"
$5.75
mowers
Lafayette post to the College of New Lawn fertilizers
4c
York city, and the impressive public
20c
ceremony, and the recent gift and pub- Condition powder
20c
of root beer
lic presentation of 600 beautiful flags Hires extractTHB
MAZE,
to the public schools of Porto Rico,, and
'
'
WM. KIEKE, Prop..
many other uKe occasions, have driven
home to our hearts the noble impulse
Mammoth strawberries, 15 cents box.
of love for our country, where liberty All kinds of fresh fruit tomorrow. San
reigns supreme and freedom and equal Jose
Market.
ity are enjoyed and cherished by all.
Whosoever stands under the floating
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

New Location,
New Stock,
Experienced Druggists,
Next to Postoffice.

NEWS
IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT
WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
one

Tailor made suits before taking your summer'outlng you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house for
$12.50

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we asK is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale

price
"Gusher"
"Gusher"
"Gusher"
"Gusher"

.'

White
White
White
White

that
that
that
that

Lawn Waists
Lawn Waists
Lawn Waists
Lawn Waists

sell
sell
sell
sell

for $4.00; sale price

for

sale price

$3.25;

for $2.75; sale price
for $1.50; sale price

50c
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00

85c

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
. ,LVET RIBBON f SATIN BACK) WHICH
WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL, YOURSELF OF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

OF

ROSENWALD BROS.

bon-quet-

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers.

eMSMMMsaMaiNssMas)iHMsasaaaasMssaaaaMsaMSMMiMMaMiMMi

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones In Our Office.

201-2-

stars and stripes today Is Impressed
with the power. It represents, the se
curity It guarantees and the humanity
and mercy It carries In its folds. He Is
reminded of the revolutionary soldiers,
whose sore, frozen and bleeding feet
stained the snow as they cheerfully
toliowed the flag, not for Its symmetry
and beauty, but as the emblem of liberty. He is reminded how the soldier
of the civil war tore himself from the
fireside when Old Glory waved hira to
battle, to preserve our union, and as he
stands there today he is reminded how
the noble boys have followed her lead
to the islands of the sea. planted her
there, where she now sheds the light of
liberty and freedom, justice and equal
ity. This flag shall never be hauled
down. This flag shall never le dishonored. The principles It represents are
imperishable, and they shall, some day,
pervade and control the world.
Liberty and Free Country.
The soldier of the revolutionary war
gave us liberty and a free country. The
soldier of the union army saved that
country from dissolution and degenera
tion. The soldier of tne
war exhibited to the world the
efficiency and greatness of our country
and the ability and bravery of our

IN

Spanish-America-

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note
Ail classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

'.Mi'
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FOR SALE.
118

Gold Avenue.

range, cost $28, sell for $15; first
class, A grade road wagon, almost
new, single harness; Cross saddle,
for lady or gentleman, almost new.
Ask for Mrs. A. E. S, 519 North
Second street.
l
FOR SALE Several
homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to be appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See

t

mi

- .1.

mw

it

r

Wm. Farr

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths

!

Moths

!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack It in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

bea'-iuu-

Jno. W. McQuade.
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Complete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
M , consisting of water Jacket stack,
100 ton daily capacity;
power boiler and engine and all necessary machinery and appliances to
make plant complete and up to
' Everything practically new Indate.
operation less than thirty days. This
will bo sold at a great bargain for
only a fraction of Its cost. For further Information, address, John A.
Lee, Albuquerque, N. M.

hi

Anywhere from one end to the other,
you can't find any primer or better
meats than you can get every day at
this market. Spring veal, spring lamb,
and spring broiling chickens, as well
as all the toothsome delicacies In this
line, we have fresh, sweet and delicious.
Our tender and Juicy steaks,
chops and roasts are the delight of the
family. Try a tenderloin today it is
fine.

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

North Third

FOR SALE One and one-hal- f
Inch
wagon, with pole, double set work
harness; tent, 10x12; one fly, 12x14;
two, 14x16; camp stove, utensils;
large, heavy grain can; fine gasoline

5l

THE COUNTRY

Jprockmeier & Uox,

FOR RENT To family without chil
dren, from June 1, completely furCall 309
house.
nished four-rooRoma avenue, or see H. S. Knight.
FOR RENT Storage room for wool or
other commodities.
Steam carpet
510

T

it

FOR RENT.

cleaning works,
street.

North XernnH RtrooK

11

ac

"

n

PAGE & VOORHEES

INTERESTING

.

army.
Our people are more patriotic than
Prices lower than ever before and
other nations. Our people are loyal
and patriotic to our free institutions
we will make you easy terms.
and the principles underlying them.
Other nations pay homage to the nobility and royal family. In whicu there
Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
is nothing in common with the mass
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
of the people. Our nation is great because our people are great. Our peoAxle Oils and Saddlery.
ple are great because our mothers are
brave, patriotic, intelligent and virtuous. Foreign nations bow the Knee
Tops,
Canopy
English
Sun
babe of royal birth, we
to the new-borShades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc
liuw the knee to no man. We eulogize
and praise a man for what be does and
ALBUQUERQUE,
what he is. We praise a Washington,
a Lincoln, a Grant, a McKinl-- y,
a
NEW MEXICO.
Dewey, and a Roosevelt, not for their
parentage but for their achievements.
Thus we are the mightiest people in
OOOCXDOOOCOOOOCOOOOOO
the world, recognizing only the great,
the good and the pure. The greatest
man is the man of greatest deeds. Thus
we are ever pushing onward with higher views to nobler conquests.
A government governed by its people will rise as high In the scale of ed
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
ucation, advancement, morality, hu
manity and patriotism as its people.
A monarchy or kingdom rarely ever
rises higher than the narrow rphere of
its crowned head, be that much or Utile.
Today's Tribirte.
As we strew the flowers upon these
graves, today, my countrymen, don't
you bear the voice of that sil'.'nt sleep
er saying: "All praise to the patriotic
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
living. All praise to those that have
and are willing to bare their breasts
OOCOCOCOCOOClCOCOCOOOCOCCOCOOOCXX
to the bullets of the foe of liberty and
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot our free institutions." And i'oar him
Dentistry.
tokens of
kinds. Albuquerque Ilarware com- whisper: "I accept these
all
Careful, reliable work; reasonable
foiid remembrance and your cypres
pany.
2,
rates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room
sions of patriotism, not for myself, oh
N. T. Armljo building.
o
my beloved brother, but for the cause
Agricultural lands la Dealing are un- lor which I fell liberty, freedon and
Let us figure on your plumbing.
:
surpassed for fertility, production of equality."
Hardware company,
My triends, my countrymen, may we
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

J. Korber & Co.,
oootoooocotottoootototooooo

SURE WAY
THb
to prevent pneumonia

e

WANTED,
WANTED The traveling public to
know that the Bland rooming house
in Bland is open to lodgers. Mrs. W.
M. Mulligan, the proprietress, has
from California.
WANTED Agents, town and county
work; cash weekly.
International
nurseries, No. 4370 Gray street, Denver, Colo.
WANTED A Girl for general housework. Inquire at 301 South Edith

street.

WANTED

Good live man or woman,

to take agency for Washington Life
Insurance company In their own
community.
No expense and big
profits if you work. J. H. O'Rlelly,
general manager for New Mexico
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION
117

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue,

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

Proprietors.

"

...

if

Automatic

Refrigerators
White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Ice Chisles.

FOUND Left at Williams drug store,
small umbrella. Owner can procure
same by proving property.

Beit Grades of Garden Hose
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NATION'S TRIBUTE.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General Hardvare
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENT8 FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT
Is a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only In Jewelry of
.
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Inspector
A., T.
Watch
and S. F. P. Railroads.

F.

& S.

PELTIER BROS.

Plumbing and Heating.
Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M.

ooooooooooodoooooooooooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

INDIGESTION

Is the cause of more discomfort than
any other ailment.
If you eat the
(Continued from first page
things that you want and that are good
for you, you are distressed. Acker's
punish those who commit them; but if Dyspepsia Tablets
will make your dibecause of them we flinch from finish- gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
ing the task on which we have entered, and Its attendant disagreeable sympYou can safely eat anything at
we phow ourselves cravens and weak' toms.time,
if you take one of these tablings, unworthy of the sires from any
Sold by all druggists
whose loins we sprang. There were lets afterward.
a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
abuses and to spare in the civil war. under
Your false friends then called Grant a Money refunded if you are not satisfied. Send to us for a free sample.
"butcher" and spoke of you who are W.
H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
listening to me as mercenaries, as
O Kielly & Co. and B. H. Briggs
"Lincoln's hirelings." Your open foes J..H.
as in the resolution passed by the & Co.
confederate congress in October, 1862 tlon than the war
for the union should
accused you, at great length, and
been a party question. At this
with much particularity, of "contempt- have
uous disregard of the usages of civil- moment the man in highest office in
ised war;" of subjecting women and the Philippine Islands is the vice govLuke Wright, Of
children to "banishment, imprisonment ernor, General
gallantly wore the gray in
and death;" of "murder," of "rapine," the civilwho
war and who is now working
of "outrages on women," of "lawless
hand in hand with the head of our
cruelty," of "perpetrating atrocities army
In the Philipines, Adna Chaffee,
which would be disgraceful to savages;" and Abraham Lincoln was sin- who In the civil war gallantly wore the
gled out for especial attack because of blue. Those two, and the men under
from the north and from the
his "spirit of 1arbarous ferocity." them,
Verily, these men who thus foully slan- south, in civil life and in military life,
teachers, as administrators, as soldered you have their heirs today in as
are laboring mightily for us who
those who traduce our armies in the diers,
live at home. Here and there black
Philippines, who fix their eyes on indi- sheep
are to he found among them;
vidual deeds of wrong so keenly that
taken as a whole they represent as
at last they become blind to the great but
a standard of public service as
work of peace and freedom that has al- high country
this
has ever seen. They are
ready been accomplished.
doing a Rrrat work for civilization, a
Peace and Freedom.
great work for the honor and the inPeace and freedom are there two terest of this nation, and above all for
better objects for which a soldier can the welfare of the inhabitants of the
fight? Well, these are precisely the Philippine Islands. All honor to them;
objects for which our soldiers are fight and shame, thrice shame, to us if we
ing in the Philippines. When there is fail to uphold their hands!
talk of the cruelties committed in the
Freeh fish. San Jose Market
Philippines, remember always that by
far the greater proportion of these
cruelties have been committed by the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Insurgents against their own people
as well as against our soldiers and
that not only the surest but the only
effectual way of stopping them is by Territorial Funds Survey Ordered
the progress of the American arms.
Land Office Business.
The victories of the American army
have been the really effective means of
putting a stop to cruelty in the Philippines. Wherever these "victories have
MINING CONGRESS.
been complete and such is now the
case throughout the greater part of the
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
Islands all cruelties have ceased, and received
$8.50 from the sale of a volthe native is secure in his life, his lib- ume of the compiled
laws.
erty, and his pursuit of happiness.
Where the insurrection still smolders
Land Office Business.
there is always a chance for cruelty to
Homestead Entries Santana Perea,
show itself.
Wagon Mound, 159.76 acres, Mora
county; Pablo Gonzales, Puerto do
A Civil Government
Our soldiers conquer; and "what is Luna, 160 acres, Guadalupe county;
the object for whiob they conquer? To Louis M on toys. Galisteo, 160 acres, San
establish a military government? No. Miguel county.
The laws we are now endeavoring to
Ordered.
enact,ior the government of the Phil- . Surveyor Survey
General Morgan O. Llewippines are to increase the power and ellyn
the survey of the Monudomain of the civil at the expense of ment ordered
lode in the Cochltl mining disthe military authorities, and to render trict,
Bernalillo county, claimed by H.
even more difficult tban in the past the
B. McGaffey and Thomas W.
Fox.'A.
E.
military
oppression.
The
of
chance
power is used to secure peace, In order Briggs, of Albuquerque. The contract
for the survey was given to Deputy
that it may itself be supplanted by the United
States Surveyor John H. Walkprogress
government.
of
the
civil
The
American arms means the abolition of er, of Santa Fe.
cruelty, the bringing of peace, and the
Mining Congress.
rule of law and order under the civil
Governor Otero has received an offcongovernment. Other nations have
icial call of the international mining
quered to create irresponsible military congress for its fifth annual meeting at
rule. We conquer to bring Just and
New
Mont . on September
responsible civil government to the Butte,
Mexico is entitled to thirty delegates
connuered.
by
to le appointed
Governor Otero.
But our armies do more than bring Mayors Of
and towns are entitled
peace, do more than bring order. They to appoint cities
five delegates each and an
bring freedom. Remember always that additional delegate for each 10.000 pop
the independence of a tribe or a com ulation or fraction thereof. Commer
munity may, and often does, have noth cial and business organizations as well
ing whatever to do with the freedom or as mining bureaus,, etc., are each entithe Individual In that tribe or commu- tled to five delegates.
nity. There are now In Asia and Africa
scores of despotic monarchies, each of
Postoffice Established.
which is Independent, and in no one of
A postoffice has been established at
of
vestige
slightest
which is there the
La Baca, San Quan county, N. M., with
freedom for the individual man. Scant B. Rodriguez as postmaster.
indeed is the gain to mankind from the
ty"independence" of a blood-staineFLOODS CONTINUE.
rant who rules over abject and brutalized slaves. But great is the gain to OKiahoma and Indian Territory Are
humanity which follows the steady
Water Soaked.
though slow introduction of the orderOklahoma City. Okla.. May 30. The
freedom of floods
ly liberty, the
in western Oklahoma and the
the individual, which is the only sure western portion of Indian territory confoundation upon which national inde- tinue unabated and most streams are
pendence can be built. Wherever in still on the rise. At Vinlta, I. T.. half
the Philippines the Insurrection has the residence portion of the town is
been definitely and finally put down,
four to five feet of water.

:
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BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINE3 & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

oorjoocoooococ
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Still a Growing

there the individual Filipinos already
enjoys such freedom, such personal
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
under our rule, as he could never
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
even dream of under the rule of an
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
"independent" Aguinaldian oligarchy.
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Must Teach Filipinos.
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
and difficult art
The
an art which our
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
of
people have taught themselves by the
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
labor of a thousand years, can not be
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
grasped in a day by a people only Just
In the territory.
emerging from conditions of life which
our ancestors left behind them in the
dim years before history dawned. We
believe that we can rapidly teach the
214 W. Railroad Ave
jj
people of the rnilippine Islands not
only how to enjoy but how to make
good use of their freedom; and with
their growing knowledge their growth
shall keep steady
in
When they have thus shown
mire.
their capacity for real freedom by their
of self government, then, and
KELLY CO, power
not till then, will it be possible to decide whether they are to exist independently of us or be knit to us by tics
(Incorporated)
of common friendship and interest.
When that day will come it is not in
human wisdom now to foretell. All
we can say with certainty is that
that
WHOLESALE
it would be put back an immeaaureable
distance if we should yield to the coun
sels of unmanly weakness and turn
Wool, Hides,
loose the Islands, to see our victorious
foes butcher with revolting cruelty our
betrayed friends, and shed the blood
We handle
of the most humane, the most enlightened, the most peaceful, the wisest and
K. C. Baking Powder,
the best of their own number for
Navajo Blankets,
tnese are the ( lasses who nave already
Curtice Canned Goods,
learned to welcome our rule.
Colorado Lard and Meats.
Our Duty at Home.
Nor. while fully acknowledging our
duties to others, need we forget our
Houses at
to our own country. The Pacific
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI duty
scalioard is as much to us as the AtVEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-lantic; as we grow in power anu prosperity so our interests will grow in
ETA, N. M.
that farthest west which is the immemorial east. The shadow of our destiny has already reached to the 6hores
of Asia. The might of our people already looms large against the
and it will loom ever larper
N. M.
as thV years go by. No statesman has
right to neglect the interests of our
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of apeople
in the Pacific; interests which
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing secare important to all our people, but
which are of most importance to those
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
of our people who have built populous
and thriving states on the western
our continent.
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop., Willis, N. M. slope ofshould
no'more be a party ques- This
lili-ert-

slowly-learne-

d

t,

A. J. 1Y1AL0Y,

J

&
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Pelts
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The Mountain House,
WILLIS,

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Ingenious Japanese
our stock before purchasing
ways exercising their Ingenuity
In devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are In receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
in the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live In a hot climate, are
We can save you
money.

"OLD RELIABLE"

world-horizo-

under

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provisions.
specialty

Car lots

Carries th Larfcat
and float Eiteaaiva
Stock at

Staple Orocerles
toaad aouthwaat.

.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

S.

U.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peaud Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
'.$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

)

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier; '
- A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
F.
fl.
----

---

FOUND A HOME!
S. VANN & SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.

d

0000X00Of)000C

GROSS.

ALBERT

Ten-nesse- e.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL Co

P 206 West Gold Avenue,

.1

REMOVED NEXT

J. C.

TO

POSTOFFICE.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

Enjoyable Dance.
Some thirty young people went over Sherwin-WilliaBuilding Paper ALWAYfl7oc,.
to Old Albuquerque last night and
DOORS,
SASH,
BLINDS, PLASTKU
Longdanced in Orchestrion hall until after Covers Morel Looks Best Wears
Fall Measure LIMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
midnight.
Those present were: Mr. est I Most Economical
and Mrs. B. Frank Fllmore, Mrs. C. A.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Hudson. Mrs. John Trimble, Mrs.

Paint

ms

1

1

I

Haz-eldln-

Misses Gibson, E. Gibson. Gaston, of St. Louis, Schuade, Ressler,
Hazeldine, May Hazeldine, Finch, Hub-belWallace, Faber, Vann. Dodd and
Gatlin. Messrs. Tierney, Ileal, Wood,,
Parker. Farley, Gibson, White, Hun-gateOoebel, Bearrup, Dean and Hutchinson.
l,

A

Handsome Jewel.

special meeting of the Eagles was
held last night over the White- Ele
phant for the express purpose of pre
bp nting to Frank McKee, cashier of the
First National bank, the jewel of a
past president of the order. It is an
exceptionally handsome piece of work
and Mr. McKee responded gracefully.
Mr. .McKee will represent the local
lodge at the grand aerie which will
meet in Minneapolis in June, and will
have tonight. He will stop over in
Trinidad.
A

-

Abe Kimball Remembered.
Abraham Kimball, who for many
years made his home in Santa Fe and
then came to the metropolis where he
resided for many years, died here on
January 7, 18H7, and was burled in
I'airview cemetery. Today his friends,
who aie mingling with the crowds decorating the graves of the old soldiers
und sailors, did not forget Abe's grave,
and dowers in rememberance of his
deeds were strewn likewise over his
mound.

Fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, summer
squash, green peas. San Josse Mar-let- .
Don't forget the dance at Orchestrion hall tomorrow (Saturday) night.
Fresh cherries and apricots. San

m

ST. ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLUB BOOH.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

ResidenoeAutomatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMriERCIAL

8ANTA FE PACIFIC

CLUB

o)0)00)000Oa)00

RAILROAD.

BUILDING.

000x000000

MAUSARD'S MILLS

I

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor

Jose Market.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Don't forget the dance at Orchestrion hall tomorrow (Saturday) night.
o
Fine berries, 15 cents box. San Jose
Market,

r

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY

Albuquerque,

New Mexico:

m
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tody of the father, providing the mother is given the privilege to visit and
see her son whenever she desires.

New Mexico Towns
LAS VEGAS.

Reveals a Great Secret
It Is often asked how such startling
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
are effected by Dr. King's New Dis- rnverv
-rnnsnmntlnn
....... p. ....... ttnAv
-fnr
i . l"
III'
secret. It cuts out the phlegm
and
mucus, and lets the
oxygen enrich and vitalize the
blood. It heals the Inflamed, cough-worthroat and lungs.
Hard colds
and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
King's New Discovery, the most infallible remedy for nil throat and lung
diseases. Guaranteed bottles BOc and

this city at 8:30 o'clock last night. He
was stricken suddenly with heart failure Monday evening and his death followed almost within twenty-fouhours.
He was a native of Ontario, Can., and
had been practicing medicine at Mora
for the past four years. His father is
burled at Mora, having died while on a
visit to his son two years ago. He
leaves a wife and two children. His
wife had Just returned last Saturday $1.00. Trial bottles free at
all drugfrom a two motnhs' visit to her people gists.
in panada. She will return to Canada
o
to make her future home. Dr. KinTHE BLUE AND THE GRAY.
ney's remains will either be buried
By the flow of the Inland river,
temporarily here or at Mora.
Whence the fleets of iron have fled.
folly
to suffer from that horrible Where the blades of the
It's
piles.
plague of the night, itching
quiver.
Doan s Ointment cures quickly and
Asleep are the ranks of the dead.
permanently. At any drug store, 50 Under the sod and the dew.
cents.
Waiting the Judgment day
Under the one, the Blue.
SANTA FE.
Under the other, the Gray.
From the New Mexican.
Arrangements will nrobablv be made Those In the roblngs of glory.
These In the gloom of defeat.
for an excursion to San Juan on June
24, the date of the annual fiesta of the All with the battle blood gory.
In the dusk of eternity meet.
Pueblo Indians of that pueblo.
Mrs. G. Palladino and daughter. Jnder the sod and the dew,
Waiting the Judgment day
Anita nf Albunuernue. are herb on a
visit to relatives. From here they will Under the laurel, the Blue,
go to El Paso, where they will reside
Under the willow, the Gray.
in the future.
Pantain and Mrs. Hcnrv Sturees. of From the silence of sorrowful hours
The desolate mourners go.
Snrineer. who have been the guests
the past few weeks of their son. F. P. Lovingly laden with flowers
Alike for the friend and the foe.
Sturges In this city, left for Oregon
City, Ore., where they will spend the Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the Judgment day
summer.
Jake Gold has received a beautiful Under the roses, the Blue,
1847
to
BilveT run which was elven in
Under the lilies, the Gray.
Donaciano Vigil, later governor of New
Mexico, by J. Monroe, at that time act- So with an equal splendor.
ing governor. The cup is finely enThe morning sun rays fall
graved and embossed
With a touch Impartially tender,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Freeman and two
Under the blossoms blooming for all.
children, who spent the spring months Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment day
at Santa Catalina, Cal., and Mr. Freeman's two sisters, who had gone home Broldered with gold, the Blue,
tn New York on a visit, are expected
Mellowed with gold, the Gray.
and will be guests for the summer and
fall at the Sanitarium.
So when the summer calleth
A team of horses attached to the penOn forest and field of grain.
itentiary delivery wagon, ran away With an equal murmur falleth
near the capitol. The driver, a trusty.
The cooling drip of the rain.
and a minor son of ardmaster
Under the sod and the dew.
were thrown out of the wagon,
Waiting the judgment day
.
but escaped with a few bruises. The Wet with the rain, the Blue,
wagon
were
scattered
Erocerles In the
Wet with the rain, the Gray.
In all directions.
H. J. Cunningham, a mining man Sadly, but not upbraiding,
from Glorleta, was arrested for
The generous deed was done;
He nairt his fine and was dis In the storm of the years that are fad
charged. Later In the evening he made
ing
an Indecent proposition to the
battle was won.
No
braver
daughter of W. H. Kerr, and was Under the sod and the dew,
arrested on the charge of assault with
Waiting the judgment day
the intention of criminal assault. He Under the blossoms, the Blue,
was given a hearing before Police
Under the garlands, the Gray.
Judge Conklln. District Attorney E. C.
Abbott appeared for the territory.
No more shall the war cry sever.
Nor Lhe wlndine river be red:
Sciatic Rneumatlsm Cured After Four- They
banish our anger forever.
teen Years of Suffering.
they laurel the graves or our
When
"I have been afflicted with sciatic
dead.
says
rheumatism for fourteen years,"
sod and the dew,
the
Under
Josh Edgar, of Germantown, Cal. "I
Judgment day
the
Wi
he
was able to be around but constantly Love and tears for the Blue.
suffered. I tried everything I could
Tears and love tor the uray.
hear of and at last was told to try
Francis Miles Finch.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, which I did
and was Immediately relieved and in a
Whit Thin Pnlka Need
short time cured, and I am happy to la a greater power of digesting and as
say it has not since returned." Why similating rood, t or mem ur. rung s
They
not use this liniment and get well? It New Life Pills work wonders.
Is for sale by all druggists.
Inna nnri rcculnto tho rillreRtiva oreons.
gently expel all poisons from the sysHAS VERY NARROW ESCAPE.
tem, enrich the blood, improve appetite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at
Vicious Elephant Rajah Tries to Kill all druggists.
His Trainer.
During the performance of the
SPANISH WAR VETERANS.
circus at Trinidad Monday,
Rajah, the big elephant, tried to kill Clay Green Camp Organized Last Eve
his trainer, Professor Leon, while the
ning with a Charter Membership
latter was putting him through his act
of Thirty-Eigh- t
Major Fred Muller, mustering and
in the ring. Rajah became angered
and knocked Leon down, and while the Installing officer, organized Clay Green
latter was regaining his feet the mon- camp. No. 241, Veterans of the
ster brute Btarted for him with upwar, at Santa Fe, Wedraised trunk, and would undoubtedly nesday night. The meeting was held
have made Jelly of him but for his in the hall of Carleton post, G. A. R.
Rajah then charged The camp has thirty-eigh- t
prompt
members
on one of his keepers, when the female and was named after Clay Green, of
and
Rajah
on
elephant Jennie turned
Cerrlllos, who as a member of Major
with her head pushed him back into Muller's Rough Rider troop, was killed
the ring. The tent was crowded to In Cuba. The officers of the camp are:
standing room, and a panic started. W. E. Griffin, commander; Page B.
Hundreds of women and children Otero, senior vice commander; Morgan
scrambled under the seats and under O. Llewellyn, junior vice commander;
the canvas to open air. Fortunately no Arthur Griffin, quartermaster; James
one was injured, but it took fully an Read, adiutant: Frank Fries, chaplain;
hour to calm the crowd and chain J. R. Gooch, officer of the guard;
Rajah. He was not put In the ring George W. Armljo, officer of the day;
at night, being loaded on the cars at Dr. J. A. Massie and William bennep-ple- ,
dark. One of the trainers claimed that
trustees.
a man had given Rajah a piece of toNo Lost of Time.
bacco. Professor Leon was not Injured
CI

From the Record, May

"inj

27.

to 4if
visit with relatives.
The cavalry troop will give a dance
at Rosenthal hall on June ti.
Luciano lxipez, the county school superintendent. Is confined to his bed
with sickness.
Dr. Kennedy, of Mora. Is seriously ill
Bt the Rawlins house, and his recovery
is somewhat doubtful. Mrs. Kennedy
is here with her husband.
Deputy United States Marshal Fred
Fornoff took Yictortana Tafoya, convicted of incest, to Santa Fe, where he
will begin his five years' abode in the
penitentiary.
The Floersheim Mercantile company
has entered suit against Juan Jose
RoUrlquez and wife in the Colfax district court to recover Judgment in the
sum of 550.48. the amount alleged to
be due for goods and wares sold defendants.
Vicente Domlnguez was arrested on
the west side, for getting too promiscuous with a knife and cutting Vidal
He was reMartinez on the hand.
leased at the instance of Martinez, the
latter having relented. Both men were
drunk.
Simon Ollendorf, the pious character
who smokes the long pipe and superintends the growth of the town, says
he smokes ten cigars and fifteen pipes
full of tobacco a day, drinks twenty
glasses of beer and six whiskies and

it.

.

that doing that

11 c

o

v Lite

Is his only occupation.

It Is enough!
The statehood meeting called at the
city hall proved a fiasco on account of
the inclement weather. Thomas Ross
and Hon. J. S. Duncan are the only two
citizens the reporter was aide to find
who knew anything alout the affair.
It was understood Judge Long had
headed for the place of meeting, but

he floated away, for he was not found
there when the rest of the "crowd" ar-

rived. Try a more propitious night,
gentlemen.
From the Record. May 28.
Mrs. Percy Condit is suffering from
a severely sprained ankle.
Walter Butler will leave in a few
days for Los Angeles to visit with his
wife.

The fashionable English game of
ping pong, or parlor tennis, has made
its appearance In the city.
R. C. Reid writes from Topeka that
his broken limb is progressing nicely
now, and that he expects to return
home in a couple of weeks.
The young son of E. Hooker is suffering from diphtheria. This is the second case in Mr. Hooker's home, his
daughter having had the disease a few
weeks ago.
The marriage of Francisqulta Martinez to Bonifacio Salas.a merchant of
Finos Wells, occurred at the east side
Catholic church, the ceremony being
performed by Rev. Father Pouget. The
wedding party then adjourned to the
home of Manuel O. Martinez, where a
bounteous wedding feast was served.
Eplfanio Gallegos, who had a couple
of horses stolen from his place, near
the sanitarium, some time ago, has Just
recovered them from Wagon Mound,
where they were sold by the thief. The
first trace was secured by Mr. Gallegos
recognizing one of his horses in a team
on the street here. Inquiry developed
the fact that the other horse was in
the possession of another man at
Wagon Mound, and Gallegos went
there and secured his stolen animals.
A. Rusby brought in a load of pelts
from the Rock Island country and
brings a story of a trip to the old reduction mills that have been uncovered
on Montoya's place at Tecolote recently. The mills are supposed to be over
3K) years old, and extend along a distance of some six miles. Charred corn
Ktill on the cob was found, and it evidently was used to some extent for
fuel. The old mills had been buried by
the drifting sands, and were brought to
light by some of the prospectors recently. It is evident that copper was
the ore treated.
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From the Optic. May 28.
Frank Roper is down with typhoid
fever.
Miguel Romero is reported as getting along nicely
1'eiry Honsett is out of quarantine.
His youngest child escaped without.
contracting either Ihe mumps or
although he was constantly in
the room where his sister lay sick with
liih-theria-

tK,tl1-

B. F.

Forsythe lost a valuable sorrel

horse, which he bought a few weeks
ago to match his fine sorrel mare. A
tew days after purchasing th horse
developed a very bad case of distemper, from which it died.
Dr. J. W. Kinney, of Mora, aged 36
years, died at the Rawlins house in

s

'

uar-ret-

t,

drunk-pnnpR-

n

Spanish-Am-

erican

get-awa-

From the Optic, May 28.
The hail worked ruination with the
cherry crop. Cherries were the only
fruit sufficiently developed to be hurt
Ly this storm.
George Greenler was brought before
Judge Wooster on a charge of
of his family. He was put to work
xiu the city gang and his wages will be
paid to his family.
Marshal Curtwrlght was well acquainted wl,th William Grow, whose
murderer was lynched at Paris, Mo., seriously.
night before last. Grow's people were
cattle dealers and were highly
Spring Ailments.
There Is An acning and tired feeling;
Mrs. Mike Bruger. wife of the man the liver, bowels and kidneys become
who died at Anton Chico a couple of sluggish and Inactive, the digestion imweeks ago, was brought to town by paired, with little or no appetite, no
James Abercrombie for medical treat- ambition for anything, and a feeling
ment. She has an attack of pneu. that the whole body and mind needs
toning up. The trouble Is, that during
ruouia.
Dr. H. J. Mueller, assisted by Dr. winter, there has been an accumulaMills, performed a very dufflcult sur- tion of waste matter In the system.
gical operation on Mr. Sweaney, of Herbine will remove it, secure to the
Raton, who was sent to Dr. Mueller by secretions a right exit, and by its tonic
the physicians there. The operation effect, fully restore the wasted tissues
was very successful and the patient 19 and give strength in place of weakness. 50c at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
.getting along nicely.
One of the funny things that hap- II. Ruppe.
o
pened in connection with the high
A Crowded jail at Alamogordo.
water down the tiallinas, at least to
prisoners
are held in the
Thirteen
those who watched the performance, Otero
county Jail at Alamogordo, all of
was N. S. Belden chasing his barrels, them being
compelled to await the acput some barrels in the river
not
above his dairy for a breakwater. He tion of the grand Jury, which will prisuntil next fall. None of the
iuteuded to cut rocks in the barrels but meet
get
can
the required amount of
forgot the rocks until the hinh water oners The
jail Is too small to accommocame. This morning half of the thirty hail. so
many
prisoners and other arbarrels washed out and some of the date
rangements
will
have to be made. At
to
K't
stream
the
natives waded into
diai? them out and present the twelve male prisoners are
the barrels only to by
confined in one cell, the other cell be
Mr. Helden.
have tht iu claimed
ing occupied by a female prisoner.
non-suppo-

life-givin- g

d
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Horse Sense.

'

J.

Any fool can take a horse to water,
but it takes a wise man to make him
drink," says the proverb. The horse
eats when hungry and drinks when
thirsty. A man eats and drinks by the
clock, without regard to the needs of
nature. Because of
careless eating and
drinking "stomach
trouble" is one of
commonest of diseases. Sour and bitter risings, belch-In- ,
unnatural fulness after eating,
dizziness, headache,
and many other
symptoms mark the
beginning and progress of disease ot
the stomach.
Dr. Tierce's Gold- y
L I en Medical Discov- I
ery cures diseases of
f
V vMI the 8to,nach and
r Vl I other organs of di-V
T f gestion and nutri

tion,

it

through the

E

stom-

ach diseases of other
organs which have
their origin in a diseased condition of
the stomach, and
allied organs of digestion and nutrition.
It strengthens the stomach, purifies the
blood, cures obstinate cough and heals
weak lungs.
"I mi taken with Orippe, which irwltH In
heart and stomach trouble," writes Mr. T. R.
Cauditl, Montland, Altehaney Co., N. C. "I

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets keep the
bowels healthy.

1888.)

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED! RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENT8
AND N0N RESIDENT8.

cures

was unable to do anything a good part of the
time. I wrote to Dr. Pierce about my condition,
having full confidence in hia medicine. He
me to take hl ' Golden Medical Discovery.'
which I did. Before I had 6niahed the second
bottle I began to feel better. I have used nearly
six bottles. I feel thankful to God for the benefit I have received from Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I can highly recommend it to
U persons as a good and safe medicine."

(ESTABLISHED

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

jJ

it 1J

M. riOORE

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

000000000Ot OOfO000fOf0

0

BACHECHI

Mrs. Akers, now located In her new
home, is prepared to fill all orders for
Home idade bread, cakes and pies.
Boston orown bread and baked beans
delivered every Saturday morning.
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone

WHOLESALE

&

GIOMI

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

113.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
o
The Highland meat market sells
you
can
eat. Call and be
meat that

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and

2

convinced.

Bar Supplies,

If you want the Highland meat market, ring up 130 Automatic or 5 Bell
'phone.

o

Statehood cigars, two for

25

THOUSANDS SAVED

cents.
We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apollinaras and Hunyadt waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Letups' St. Louis
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment ot liquors In the city.

Br

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all THROAT

AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
Hoarseness, Sore Throat and Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
IRICE

NO CURE. NO PAY.
60c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES

GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.

oo

FREE.

sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
He names the folowlng witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Calletano Gurule, Calletano Alderete, Manuel E de Acuna, of Escobosa,
N. M., and Jose D. Quintana, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL P.. OTERO, Register.

W.

L TRIMBLE &

0OKOOOOKC

B.

Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior, 'Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of bis claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquerque, N. M., on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete, for the W NE,
SEVi

No. 107 S.

First St, Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO000)(

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Belen Roller Mills
AND
ELEVATOR

CO.

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Kiva snlrl f'tmmhprlnin a Colic.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years, and would rather be out of coffee and sugar than It. I sold five bot
tles of it yesterday to threshers mac
could go no farther, and they are at
STEVE LiALLINQ, Prop.
work again this morning. H. M.
Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
We handle the finest line of Liquor
be seen by the above the threshers
wpra nl.la tn keen nil with their work and Cigars. Ail patrons and frlen.
without losing a single day s time. You cordially invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
Couth 4cond street
should keep a bottle or mis remeay iu
your home. For sale by all druggists.
T

The ICEBERG
109-11-

A Hold Up at Carlsbad.
nst Thnrsfiav nieht Sti.nn Wilblirn
una helil mi near the Carlsbad depot
and was searched by his assailant, who
failed to find i0 in one ot the lnsiae
Mr. Wllbum
nncketa nf Mr. Wilblirn.
had to submit to the outrage, as he had
several of his fingers smashed at uos- well but a day belore, he being on nis
way home from that town.
1

--

:

7
ill

I IImT
1

1

E. G.

Garcia & Co
Dealers

In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Goat skins
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

WRITE FOR PRICES

BELEN, N. M.

Wants Others to Know.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
have used DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for constipation and torpid liver 1882
1902
and they are all right. I am glad to
indorse them for I think when we find
a good thing we ought to let others.
know It," writes Alfred Helnze. Quin-cy111.
They never gripe or distress. Sole agents for casino and Ora brand Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
Stand Like a Stone Wall
Canned Goods. Dealers in
Sure, Bafe pills. J. H. O Rielly & Co.;
between your cnildren and the tortures P. H. Briggs & Co.
Pure Llgbt Brahma Eggs for Hatching
Staple and Fancy Groceries
o
of itching and burning eczema, scald
Albuqucraue Nw Mexico.
North
140,000
Street
A
501
of
or
How?
other skin diseases.
Brick.
head
Kiln
Flrt
214 South Second street.
why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
Stump & Miller, of Farmlngton, San Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth's greatest healer. Quickest cure Juan county, will open the first kiln of
earth
for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum their new brick yards at that place this Orders solicited.
Free delivery,
brick,
cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for week. The kiln contains Ho.tiim
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
piles. 25c at all druggists.
claimed to 'be of the best quality.
and Grain.
J.
If you are troubled with Impure
DoUer In
In the district court of the First ju- blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
Imported French and Italian
dicial distriet, Taos county, a divorce headache, etc.. we would recommend
DEALERS IN
Goods.
un
plaintiff
which
been
granted
Edxer,
we
Blood
in the Acker's
sell
the
has
case of Kstelle Hyatt vs. Eugene T. der a positive guarantee. It will al
GROCERIES AND LIQUORS.
Sole agents for 5au Antonio Lima.
Hyatt as well as the custody of a ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poiminor child. Frederick Earl, while an- sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents
Free deliyery to al 1 parts of the city.
other son, Ernest Fletcher, will by con- and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. H. 206 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
Telephone 247.
sent of the plaintiff, remain in the csu- - "Briggs & Co.
AwBUQUtRaUE, n. If.
tl3, 15, M North Third Street,
I

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

A. SKINNER

Staple and
Fancy Groceries

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Toti & Gradi
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THE BIVOUAC OF THE DEAD
The muffled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tattoo;
No more on life's parade shall meet
That brave and fallen few.
On Fame's eternal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread.
train arrived In Albuquerque and the And glory guards with solemn round,
injured man received medical attenThe bivouac of the dead.
tion. The local which Mr. Morris came
down on was cut out at Alameda f
No rumor of the foe's advance
more than an hour to let a freight,
Now swells upon the wind;
pass. Dr. Wroth dressed the wound No troubled thought at midnight
and reports that although the skull Is
haunts
fractured the Injury will not prove serOf loved ones left behind;
ious.
No vision of the morrow's strife
Mr. Morris left this morning for Las
The warrior's dream alarms.
Vegas where he will enter the Santa No braying horn or screaming fife
Fe hospital.
At dawn shall call to arms.
For Over Sixty Years.
Their shivered swords are red with
An old and well tried remedy.
rust.
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Soothing Syrup has
Their plumed heads are bowed;
been used for over sixty years by Their
haughty banner, trailed in dust.
millions of mothers for their children
Is now their martial shroud.
while teething with perfect success.
funeral tears have
It soothes the child, soften the gums, And plenteous
washed
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
The red stains from each brow.
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
by battle gashed.
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drug- And the proud forms,
Are free from anguish now.
gists In every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value The neighing troop,
the flashing blade.
Is Incalculable.
Be sure and ask for
The bugie's stirring blast.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
The charge, the dreadful cannonade,
take no otter kind.
The din and shout, are past;
No war's wild note nor glory's peal
UNIVERSITY NOTES.
Shall thrill with fierce delight
The juniors have issued Invitations Those breasts that nevermore may feel
to a hay ride to be given in honor of
The rapture of the fight.
the seniors Thursday. evening. June 12.
The picnic last week Saturday to Let the fierce northern hurricane .
Rear canyon was a perfect success
That sweeps his great plateau.
and everyone enjoyed himself.
Flushed with the triumph yet to gain,
Friday night the senior class met at
Came down the serried foe.
Miss Alma Tascher's to make and plan Who heard the thunder of the fray
decorations for the baccalaureate serBreak o'er the field beneath.
mon and class day.
Knew well the watchword of that day
Was "Victory or Death!"
Father Mandalarl has consented to
give the Bermon to the class Sunday afternoon at Colombo hall. June 8. There Long had the doubtful conflict raged
will also be a fine musical program.
O'er all the stricken plain,
Each senior was given ten reserved For never fiercer tight had waged
seats for distribution among his
The vengeful blood of Spain;
friends. The committee from the fac- And still the storm of battle blew,
ulty on arrangements say that an exStill swelled the gory tide;
cellent musical program has been pro- Not long, our stout old chieftain knew,
mised by some of the best talent In to
Such odds his strength could bide.
city.
The normals have changed both 'Twas In that hour his stern command
Called to the martyr's grave
their play and the date on which it will
be given. Instead of giving the original The flower of his beloved land,
play written by themselves a new
The nation's flag to save.
caste has been selected and will pres- By rivers of their father's gore
His first born laurels grew,
ent a college farce on Saturday night
of commencement.
And well he deemed the sons would
pour
Messrs. Keline brothers, of Wyomfor glory too.
Their
lives
twenty-fing passed through Clayton with
our
cars of 2 year olds, for which Full many a mother's breath has swept
they paid $22.50 per head. They were
O'er Angustura's plain.
shipping them to their pastures.
And long the pitying sky has wept
Above Its mouldered slain.
Emory Herron has returned to Clayflight,
ton from San Miguel county the first The raven's scream, or eagle's
Or shepherd's pensive lay
of the week, where he had been to re- Alone
awakes each sullen height
ceive 625 head of steers that he bought
That frown'd o'er that dread fray.
some time ago. He sold a bunch of 424
Is, 28 and 3s to Herring and Stlnson. Sons of the Dark and Bloody Ground,
a day or two ago.
Ye must not slumber there.
Where stranger steps and tongues reNot That Kind.
sound
Wc never try to be sensational and
Along the heedless air.
only know one way of doing business,
own proud land's heroic soil
and that is the legitimate way. Our Your
Shall be your fitter grave;
price reductions on clothing are made
claims from war his richest 6poll
because we are overstocked. Only this She
The ashes of her brave.
and nothing more. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Thus 'neath their parent turf they rest,
Far from the gory field.
Prize Dance.
At Orchestrion hall next Saturday Born to a Spartan mother's breast
On many a bloody shield;
night. The best lady and gentleman
waltzer will receive a prize. The lady's The sunshine of their native sky
Smiles sadly on them here,
prize will be a beautiful hand carved
purse, and the gentleman will receive And kindred eyes and hearts watch by
The heroes' sepulchre.
a fountain pen. They will be on exhibition at O. A. Matson's.
o
Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead!
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Dear as the blood ye gave.
No Impious footsteps here shall tread
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
'
The herbage of your grave;
ROSENWALD BROS.
Nor shall your glory be forgot
o
While Fame her record keeps,
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best oa Or honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps.
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad

Failroad Topics
Mr. Mitchell, superintendent of one
of the divisions of the Frisco line, to
at Las Vegas recuperating his impaired health.
Ties for the Santa Fe railroad cut on
the Gabaldon grant by Marcelino naca
are being loaded on freight cars In
Santa Fe.
The Santa Fe Central Railway company has all the holes dug for Its telegraph poles and Is at present placing
the cross arms on the poles.
The big whistle at the local shops
did not sound working hour, or rather
6 o'clock, this morning.
It is a whole
hoimay with the shop employes.
A number of shop employes, with
their wives, and others with their
sweethearts, enjoyed the day In the

mountains, returning to the city late
this afternoon.
The other day the Southern Pacific
railroad had a wreck in its yards at
Demlng and later In the day the platform of the freight house caught Are,
but was extinguished before much
damage was done.
The Santa Fe Central railway management received the specifications
and photographs of five locomotives It
has oruered from the American Locomotive works. Each locomotive will
weigh 162,000 pounds.
The force of men at work on the
Santa Fe Central construction work Is
being gradually Increased and work Is
being pushed. The piles have been
driven for fifteen bridges between Kennedy and Vega Blanca.

Walker, station agent at
Otero county, was thrown by a
bucking broncho last week. His nose
was split open and his left leg fractured. He was taken to the Alamo-gordhospital for treatment.
A.

Cloud-crof-

t,

o

Mrs. William Nelson, of Winslow,
Ariz., has arrived and will make her
home at San Bernardino with Mr. Nelson, who came several days ago to accept the bill clerk's desk in tlie mechanical superintendent's office.
H. E. Wittenberger, the new division
superintendent for the Denver & R!o
Grande railroad, with headquarters at
Alamosa, Colo., was a visitor in Santa
Fe, having arrived on his special car.
This was his first visit to Santa Fe.
The Las Vegas Record says: There
have been four of the front end colored
let out on the Santa
Fe, and yesterday white men took their
runs. It is not known definitely whether the colored men will be replaced
porter-brakeme-

n

entirely or not.
Official bulletin has been received
announcing the appointment of A. B.
Todd as division master mechanic at
Winslow, vice A. T. Park, transferred
to San Bernardino. H. M. Mutchmore,
who was acting division master mechanic at Winslow, will be given another position.
T. A. McNeal, who for almost seven
years has served the Santa Fe In San
Bernardino as foreman of Its blacksmith shop, has tendered his resignation, to take effect on June 1, shortly
after which date he will go to Los Angeles to accept charge of the forges
and anvils of the Huntfngton-Hellmasyndicate In the Angel city.
The Santa Fe railroad has changed
the name of its North Ontario (Cal.)
station to Upland, and has established
a new station called Yerkes, between
Patton and Del Hosa, about twenty
miles from San Bernardino. Potencia
station, about seventeen miles from
Redondo junction, is to be changed to
Shore Acres. The names of several
other stations on the coast lines west
of Albuquerque have been changed recently.
n

Cures When Doctors Fail.
Mrs. Frank uniasson, Patterson. La.,

had malaria
writes June
fever In very bad form, was under
treatment by doctors, but as soon as I
stopped taking their medicine the
fever would return. I used a sample
bottle of Herblne, tound it helped me.
Then bought two bottles, which completely cured me. I feel grateful to
you for furnishing such a splendid
medicine, and can honestly recommend
it to those suffering from malaria, as it
will surely cure them." Herblne, 50c
bottle, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B.
Sfii. 1901:

"1

Ruppe.

o
saloon Question Fight.
The Alamogordo Improvement company has petitioned for an injunction
to restrain M. M. Walsh, of Santa
Rosa, from selling liquor In that burg.
There is quite a fight on in Santa Rosa
on the saloon question, the company
which owns the site not allowing more
than one saloon in the village limits.
This is a terrible hardship in a boom
town, the citizens think.

"It was almost a miracle. Burdock
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful." Miss Julia Filbrldge,
West Cornwell, Conn.
Fred Smith, of Lincoln county. Is
gathering a car or two or horses to
ship east. He shipped three car loads
of cattle from Carrizozo early in the
month.

avenue.

Digests

poison ivy

what you
Eat

are anions t ! e best known
of the tinny diugcrous
wild plants
shrubs.
To touch or handle them
quickly frmlnccs swelling
and inllainiti.ition with intense itching an,l burning
oftheskin., The eruption
soon
the sufferer hopes forever: but
almost as soon as the little blisters and
t';e poison had reached
pustules
the blood, and will break out at regular
intervals and each time in a more OKKra"
vnted form. This poison will loiter in the
system for reats, and every atom of it
must bo forced out cf the Woo4 before you
can expect a jerfect, permanent cure.
i

Breeds Dandruff, Which Causes Falling Hair and Finally Baldness.
Prof. Unna, Hamburg. German.',
European authority on skin diseases,
says that dandruff is as contagious as

any other malevolent disease and that
one common source of the spread of
dandruff is the use of the same hair
brush by different persons. The woy
to avoid catching dandruff or any
other disease from another's brush i.s
to insist on the use of Newbro's
It not only kills the dandruff
germ, but it is also an antiseptic that
will prevent the catching of any disease whatever through contagion of
another's brush.

Her-pbMd- e.

SKULL WAS FRACTURED.

James Morris, a Fireman, Struck by a
Crane.
James Morris, the fireman on engine
which came down from Las
gas last night, was struck on the head
by a mail crane at Algodones, and severely injured.
The accident occurred about 10
o'clock but it was 12:30 before the

Dyspepsia

npjH-.ire-

Cures

Prepared by E.

is the only cure for Poison Oak, Poison
Ivy, and ail noxious plants. It U composed exclusively of routs and herbs. Now
is the time to get the poison out of your
system, as kiay makes your condition
worse.
Don't experiment longer with
wives, washes and soaps they never cure.
Mr. 8. M. Marxian, txwkVeeper ef the Atlanta
other druci, and applied externally
nnmeroua
lotioni an.l Mlvr-- with nobcin-f.t- .
At time the
writing and uilUimnmlion w ro severe he was
almrwt blind. For right years the pniann would
break out every caon. Ilia condition waa much
Improved after Inking one bottle i f S S S , and
a fewbottlrrleared hii blood of the poiaon, ad
11 evidences of the diacase diiappeared.

Teople are often poisoned without
knowing when or how. Hxplaiu your case
fully to our physicians, and they will
cheerfully give such information and advice as you require, without charge, and
we will send at tjie same time an interest
log book on Blood and Skin Disease.
IrlE swiff SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, tA.

Leaves

the SOc slw

.

Denver evening, June 30.

Park rrornlng, June 2.
Rate of $74 Includes railroad fare from Denver to the
park and back, stage transportation through the park and
f
five and
days' board at the park hotels.
Write for folder.
v
one-hal-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK.
and metallurgical engineer.
West Gold avenue, ..ouquerque, N. M.
Mining-

-

iMiipnj

108

Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining1 Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

Ticket Office 1039 17th St. $
G. W. VALLERY,

I

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Kirkvllle. Mo. l.ung trouble and all chronic dlseHses a specialty.
Office. Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

S

DENTISTS

THE CLUB WOMEN

E. J. Alger, D. D. 3.
BLOCK, over llfeld Brothers.
OHlee hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m.; 1:30 p. m.
to 6 p. m. AutomHtlc telephone No. 462.
Appointments made by mall.
ARMIJO

FROM GEORGIA

LAWYERS

42

F st'eet.

N.

W., Washington, T. C. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
Offloe. room 1
Will practice It

ATTORNKT-AT-LA-

N. T. Armljo building.
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
M. Office, First National Bank bulldlnf
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNET-ai-LArooms I and
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M

E. W. Dobson

ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice,
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

SOUTH CAROLINA, KANSAS,
OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRI
TORIES, DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR
APPRECIATION OF THE THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION AND COURTESY SHOWN THEM, ALL
THE EMPLOYES OF THE SANTA FE FROM THE
CONDUCTOR TO THE PORTER HAVE VIEi) WITH EACH
IN
ANTICIPATING ALL THEIR NEEDS, AND IN
OTHER
RESPONDING TO THEIR WISHES.

"Z.jui.

Cernard 8. Rodey
Albuquerque. N
ATTOR.s
M. Prompt attention given to all business
profession.
Will practo
pertaining
the
tice In all courts of tho territory and before the United States land office.
t. M. Bond
ATTORN

General Agent,

DENVER.

OSTEOPATHY.

'

REBECCA DOUGLAS LOWE, President Gen'l Fed. Women's Clubs.
CAROLINE D. G. GRANGER, President Georgia Federation.
LORA ROCKWf.LL PRIDDY, Director G. F. W. C.
LOUISA B. POPPENHEIM, President South Carolina Federation.
MRS. SELWYN DOUGLAS, President Okla. and Ind. Ter. Federation.

00fJO0Of0
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

Crora

n

1

1

Weak?

:For25 years I hav; r.evcr missed
taking Ayer's Sarsaf ariila every spring.
It cleanses ir.v blood, makes me fee!
strong, and doss rr.egood in everyway."
John P. Hodncttc, Brooklyn, N.Y.
SI. AlUrauls:.
JC AVLJCD. U :ll. Mm.

The H bottle cent

Arrive Yellowstone

n

Ayer's Sarsnparilla. Ask
your doctor if he can come
any nearer to the truth. Do
as he says, at ?.ny rate.

CHcngo.

Yellowstone Park

t

'it

MONUMENTS.

Curtains! Curtains! Curtains! 11
All kinds of stone and jiable work.
We are snowing up to date lace cur- Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
tains In Brussels net, Irish point, Ara- ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
bian net, Nottingham, Bobbinet and
H. Q. MAURINO.
muslin.
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
o
Demlng will be tne great smelter
avenue.
o
center. Two large plants will be inTin, galvanized iron and copper stalled within the year.
o
work. Albuquerque Hardware compaNotice.
ny.
The Rico Cafe serves the be6t meals
o
the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
Bring In your tinware and have it In
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- street.
pany.
Mexican drawn work in endless
o
Demlng water and pure ozone make
at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.
strong and healthy people.
1

Stomach Troubles.
lnsmimen

A Co.,

(f! ) Gat Lifclit Co., wa pxisiinrd with Poinon
He took Sulphur, Arsenic and variou
Onk.

va-rl:t-

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

Von marble

o

All

PrWItt

$74 Through

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WE

left-over-

and pure blood will bring it.
You naturally think of eggs
and milk, Ayer's Pills and

C.

favorite household remedv for cnuelis, colds, croup, bronchitis, grippe,
Nature's Antidote The
throat and lung troubles is ONE MINUTE Cough Cure. It cures quickly.
FOR
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO., AND B. H. BRIGGS & CO
Nature's Poisons,

John H. 8tlngie,
minstrel's voiceless stone ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
In deathless song shall tell,
Albuquerque, N. M.
When many a vanished age hath flown,
Overshot the Mark.
The Btory how ye fell;
PHYSICIAN
In buying our spring and summer Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's
goods this year we went too far and
Dr. J. E. Bronson
blight.
overbought.
In order not to have too
Homeopathio Physician,
Nor Time's remorseless doom.
s
Room 17.
Whiting Block
many
we have made material Shall dim one ray of Glory's light
price concessions, as indicated on the
gilds your deathless tomb.
That
DR. I. 8AYLIN.
price tags in our big window. Simon
Theodore O'Hara.
Physician and Surgeon.
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Office, Santa Fe Pacific hospital, Albuquerque, N. M. Private hours, 1 to S p. m.
Follow Advice After Paying
Just received a large shipment of Won't
Hospital 'phones: Automutlc, 117; old
For It.
81.
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
In a recent article a prominent phy- 'phone,
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
is next to impossible BADARACCO'8 SUMMER GARDEN
sician says:
for the physician to get his patients to
Keep your eye on Demlng.
Just North of the City Limits.
carry out any prescribed course of hyo
Open day and night. Bar supplied
extent;
smallest
the
or
to
giene
diet
per
papers,
25 cents
FOR SALE Old
he has but one resort left, namely, the with hrst of liquors and cigars and Ice
hundred, at the Citizen office.
bottled beer. Ball and concert
drug treatment." When medicines are cold
every Saturday evening, and concert
most
constipation,
the
for
chronic
used
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
mild and gentle obtainable, such as every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
a
to visitors. Lunches served. Car-deres- Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tab- free
In Santa Fe, eat at Bon-Tohas swings and nice shade trees.
employed.
is
use
Their
be
should
lets,
taurant.
not followed by constipation as they Everybody invited and good order preand served.
Ruppe's drug store open ah night, leave the Iwjwels in a natural
o
healthy condition. For sale by all drugevery night
Demlng ships over 100,000 bead of
gists.
n
o
cattle annually; Is the center of the
Your parcels ana baggage delivered
greatest breeding region in the southThe Erie Railroad.
by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
Beginning on June 15th next will In- west and cattle men all know this.
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue. augurate
a new limited train service
Automatic phone No. 202.
We make the best door and window
between Chicago, New York and Bos
c
sere' na. They are far superior to any
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen " ton, leaving Chicago at 10:30 every
in the east at the same price.
morning and arriving in New York at made
o
Alliuq lerque Planing Mill company, A.
We are showing the most extensive 3:30 the next afternoon, with a Boston T. Telephone No. 4G3.
sleeper reaching laere the second eveline of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
o
clothes between Denver and Los An- ning. Travelers going east will find
Investments In Demlng lots will
geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave- In this train everything that comfort double and treble in one year.
and luxury can suggest or demand.
nue Clothier,
M K WELL
IT W 1 IAj BK
o
Pullman drawing room sleeping cars
TO HEAD OUH ADVER-Demlng, the seat or the now county of the latest type; unequalled dining
S K M ENT.
ROSEN WALD BROS,
car service, with meals at popular
of Luna.
o
prices; fast time over a track made
Demlng! Don't overlook it if you
perfect with rock ballast and made
safe by the operation of block signal are looking for a sale and paying inand interlocking system. If you have vestment.
rot seen the beautiful valleys of th
wl'ARANTEED SILK CLOVES. 50
Susquehanna and Delaware rivers
traversed by the Erie, you have missed CENTS PER PAIR. ROSENWALD
Then you want strength. one
of the most delightful sections of BROS.
o
Good food, an active liver, the east. Be sure your tickets
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
' read
via the Erie railroad.
Demlng has just been incorporated.

Ciwpe

Indigestion effects so many organs besides the stomach that the nature of the disease is sometimes mistaken. Headaches, irlddlness,
and
heart trouble are usually caused by indigestion alone. In such
cases It Is tho stomach trouble which must be cured. Kodol Dvspensla
Cure restores health by digesting your food while the stomach resU.
Dieting doesn't mean rest but starvation. You should relieve the stomach without weakening the system by denying yourself proper food. With
a sound stomach your other complaints will soon disappear. "After
seven years suffering from indigestion" writes Mrs. Annie Alcorn of
Merideth, I'a. "I was cured by three bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure."

disnj-pcars-

't

THE HAIR BRUSH

Sr,3,

e

Poison ooSi

First-clas-

s

DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.

G

L. H. SHOEMAKER,
West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205

New

&,

Second Hand Furniture

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-banhousehold goods.

The .Union
Market
207

West Gold Avenue.

'

d

JACOB SILVA & CO.,
Dealers

f--

.SB

In

SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.

THE BEST UU1LDING STONE IN
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE, WrV. GOETTINQ & CO., Proorietors,
BETWEEN
FOURTH AND FIFTH
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a
TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
LAND
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
FOR

FULL PARTICULARS
.

EDeciaitjr.

Homestead Entry No. 7004.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior Lanl
Office at Santa Fe. N. M., April 28.

1902.
JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
Notice is hereby given that the fol.
Land Attorney. 606 Montgomery St.,
lowing named settler has filed notice
San Francisco, Cal.
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that salil
proof will be made before the United
A.
States commissioner at East View, N.
FIRE INSURANCE
M.. on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chaves
y Gavaldon, for the SW',4. sec. 24. T. 6
N., R. 6 E.
Secretary Mutual Building Issoclatlcn
He names the following witnesses
YOffice at J. o. Haldndge's Lwnber - A to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, vis:
Jose Manuel Montoya. of Chllili, N.
lb Mexican drawn work we are
showing a big assortment.
Albert M., and Isidoro I'erea, Carplo Apodaca
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
N. M.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.-ROSENWAL- D
MANUEL R. OTERO.
BROS.
Register.

E.

WALKER
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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Superintendent Plowman, of the Harvey system west of Ash Pork, Is in the

city.
W. C. Stevenson left this mornin
for a two weeks' Ashing trip on he
Pecos river.
The Santa Fe Central laRe ball !oys
enjoyed a plunge In the Highland
this morning.
Miss Ethel Gregg, teacher of the
Indian school at Ilernallllo, Is in the
city visiting and shopping.
Thomas Neville left this morning for
Fairfield, Nev where he will visit
with relatives a couple of months.
Oscar Lefferlng and wife, first class
people of Saliinal, are In the city today attending Memorial Day exercises.
G. Hofheins left this morning for
Woodbury, where he will do some work
on the furnace of the Woodbury smel-

rVBanyv

Women

Natl-toriu-

Are made nervous and irritable by the pinching and c
ine of ill fitting shoes. Such women should lose no ti me in
becoming acquainted with

t

.

.

vx

ika

"Queen Quality"
s

ter.

The Famous Shoe For Women.

Prof. W. A. Robinson and family, of
Lincoln, this territory, are in the city
and will ma'Ke this their home in the

Thousands of distressed and aching feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen Quality'
Shoes. They're modeled on scientific lines so that while being "as easy as an old
shoe" they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with their pretty curves.

future.

II. Gleason will go to Los Lunas this
evening to resume his duties as deputy collector, after a two months' vacation with his family in the city.
Kibo
This boot is- called the
The
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mausard expect
COOL AND COMFORTABLE WITH EITHER FLEXIBLE TURN
Patent
night
to
leave
Cali7
of
the
June
for
OR WELT EXTENSION SOLES AND LOW OR HIGH HEELS.
Girl.
Society
44
fornia, where they will spend the sum
$1.15
GRAY CANVAS
mer.
Miss
accom
Edith
will
Everett
$1.50
BLACK DONGOLA
pany them.
'.'
$2.25
BLACK VICI KID
The regular trains from the north
$2.75
BLACK FRENCH KID
Eye- are expected to arrive about 3 o'clock
The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
$3.50
BLACK PATENT KID..--.
tnis afternoon. A stub made up at La
$3.50
BLACK PTENT LEATHER
lets are "fast colors" never turn brassy, Soles
Junta arrived in the city this morning
at 3 o'clock bringing the Colorado
are very flexible.
and northern New Mexico mails.
TRADE MARK
1
St . '""N
This evening, at the Santa Fe Pa
IS BRANDED
A MAN IS WHAT
1
H
cific reading room, Rev. W. A, Brewer,
I
H ON EVERY
head master of St. Matthews' school
HE FEEDS ON
NVSd SH0E
of San Mateo, Cal., will deliver his cel- Is
the ebrated lecture on "The Grand Canyon
The better the food the better
Dull Top
The
man tnai eais u. a man wno wisnes 0f Arizona.
Everybody welcome,
Light Sols,
ouy nis ioous wuere
10 tie neauny w
George Kaseman was at the depot
High Military Heel.
he knows he will get them pure and th,8 morning t0 8ee hls uncl c A
exclusively.
high grade, and our rellabflity In this Godcnarle9i of M1Uon Pa who a88ed
Euct Reproduction of this Style Shoe.
Our canned ty,,,
fj,
line Is unquestioned.
o
the
goods are the best made; our cereals ern New Mexlco t0 Ta08 countyi where
OUU Ul COMaOb 1UUUB
uiu tut; vuviw dv he has some large mining interests.
Means the same standard of merit as Queen Quality does for women
We have
kernals, and our fancy and staple
George Kaseman, deputy United
.
we stand behing every pair of them. A new p2ir if any shoe
and
line,
whole
goods are without a peer.
the
States marshal, will leave tonight for
Trinidad, Colo. After spending a few
goes wroug. On sale at our store exclusively.
days in Trinidad, Mr. Kaseman will
go to Chicago. He expects to be abGood Shoes, full line.
Misses'
sent from the city about thirty days.
Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St.
Mrs. H. O. Bursum, wife of H. O.
Bursum, superintendent of the terri
torial penitentiary at Santa Fe, passed
through the city this morning en route
from Socorro, where she attended the
closing exercises of the New Mexico
Low cut shoes are popular for sum School of Mines, to her home at Santa
mer wear, we nave tnem in ail me Fe.
New 'Phone OCXDOOOOOOCOCOOOOC
styles ana snapes, ngni or neavy soies.
A j Loomls. denuty internai reve. Old 'Phone
152
59.
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line, nue collector, came up from Belen last
night and left this morning for Santa
$1.25 to $1.75. :
J. W. Edwards
Todies' black vlcl. Louis and opera e- While at Belen, Mr. Loomls spent
or
an
as
guest
evening
Jonn' Becker rogressive Mortician and Em
heels. ' $1.60 to $3.00.
1L. Vf
i . . .
Misses spring heel oxfords and san- - ,, o. t,
.v,,.
balmer.
11c DiiiiscDicu ml wr mujr a
o
n
t an
unci
i7r
and
night. Calls are
day
Open
run line oi mens uxioras, i.o m one bovs for a name. The ladies re- to.
attended
promptly
plied that they had intended to, bi.
0
were urua 10 numumie me dojt wun
Monuments
T TV K A "K.T
Also
Sell
defeat at the hands of ladies.
IZj IN
J.
1 . 1V1
rriYL .XN .
Office and parlor- - 1 1 1 N. Second
Progressive Euchre,
Remember it pays to buy our Blue
A progressive euchre party was givRibbon shoes because they are made en yesterday afternoon by Mpb. A. A.
of
from best material and workmanship Keen in honor of Mrs. Louis Baer, of
Demlng, the gateway to the beat and are built for service. C. May's Boston. It was a delightfully pleasant
part or Old Mexico.
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West and informal affair. Mrs. Noa Ilfeld
won first prize and Mrs. O. A. Matson :j
Telephone Service q
Window shades in all colors and Railroad avenue.
Widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Wbltson Music company can sell you second. A guest prize was given Mrs
;j
Demlng, the railroad center of New pianos that have been sold in the terrl Baer.
O
YOU WANT?
tory for twenty years. People know
Mexico.
After the Ghost
QUICK AND RELIABLEI
the quality of their goods. They are
K
Fresh Cut Flowers.
A barefoot ghost with big feet has
the genuine articles. No imitation.
been prowling around Second and
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Payments only $10 per month
streets, peering into windows
In Demlng another good Lotel is
In Demlng the aemand for rental Third
frightening women. Some of the J THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
needed to accommodate the enormous houses is five times In excess of the and
good stout shopmen are merely await 5
Q
Increase ot population-- '
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
supply,
ine the onnortunitv to land on his
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
KEAU uun AUVcniiBMiini ehostsh n 1unt once
ROSEN WALD BROS.
run lAiuun aiAuci suns nus&n
FOR $10.00 we are selling good business suits well worth $12.00 to
Spring lamb. San Jose Market.
Have you children? Bear in mind in WALD BROS.
o
buying shoeB for either lioys or girls
$13.50.
LOAN
OMONEYTO
Don't forget the dance at OrcheS'
never to buy a cheap, shoddy shoe that
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
rips and tears atter a few days' wear. yard are very scarce. Leon B. Stern. trion hall tomorrow (Saturday) night.
FOR $12.00 we are selling nobby spring suits, usuaally sold at $15.00.
On diamonds, watches or any good
FOR $14.00 we are selling some excellent worsted suits, worth $16.50.
security. Great bargains In watches
every
ot
description.
Fresh sturgeon
FOR $15.00 we are selling dress suits, usually quoted at $18.00.
Of our special bonus sale, our twentieth anniversary in the city.
Fresh halibut
A, H. iaNOW,
Fresh salmon
FOR $3.00, former $4.00 trousers are marked down to $3.00.
209 South Second street, few doors
Fine berries, 15 cents
of
vcatoffiee.
north
Cherries
FOR $4.00, former $5.00 trousers are marked down to $4.00,
Apricots
.
GENTLEMEN!
Cucumbers
FOR $3.00 we are selling boys' suits, 3 to 14 years size, worth $4.00.
Our selection of over two thousand
Tomatoes
spring samples, comprising all the
Green peas
FOR $5.00 we are selling
suits marked $6.50.
Ducks and turkeys
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
Dressed chickens
WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK TO UNLOAD AND THESE PRICES
Tender young veal
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
Spring lamb
APPLY TO THIS SEASON'S GOODS ONLY.
styles are unexcelled and the prices
Fresh clams
the price of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
Everything In fresh meats. Try our
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
of May. Everitt, the Diamond Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 per ct.
cold boiled hams.
216 South Second street.
SAN JOSE MARKET
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
Our goods are marked in plain figures and are as low as same can be purSATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
and
electric light system under con
purchase price of 2 boxes
chased anywhere. Cut out coupon. It will pay
fresh picked home straw
R. R. Ave. Clothier
tract.
any article In our store. Think over this. You select a watch, a diamond, a
25c
berries
teaspoon, anything, and this coupon will pay
of the price.
2 cans California grapes
25c
THE DIAMOND PALACE
3 cans oysters
25c
20c
25c pkg Postum
.eadna Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
t
2
pkga celluloid starch. . . .15c
OOCOOOCXXXXXOOCOCXDCO
20c
25c bottle of pickles
25c
3 cans cream
10c
grade of peas for
"J you van! to know what smartly dressed nwn uvar
12c
this season, ask to see Stein J J loth Clothes."
We are carrying an Al line of chil
dren s shoes.
'
1 1
THE MAZE.
'
'
'
t
.'
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
o
Dressed poultry. San Jose Market.
o
Don't forget the dance at Orches
trion hall tomorrow (Saturday) night
c
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
We quote a few of the many
WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
Tender young veal, nice spring lamb
styles of lightweight underwear
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.
all kinds of dressed poultry, tomorrow
which we now have for men:
San Jose Market
nice white Balbriggan suit
Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay
Closing Out Sale.
- of Aunderwear,
only $1.00.
Beginning with Wednesday, May 28
) A fine French Balbriggan suit
I will sell my stock of millinery at cost
NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
A fine line of elegantly trimmed hats
of underwear, only $1.50.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
g
WE
HAVE
RECEIVED
JUST
fine bare 6traw hats and a lovely as
Fancy Balbriggan (very swell)
trimmings.
Everything
of
sortment
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
TINNERS.
AND
PLUMBERS
suit of underwear, only $2.50.
will go for exactly what It cost. I am S A NEW CAR OF THE LATEST
.i
3
going to quit business.
A fine fancy Lisle Thread suit
Albuquerque, N. U.
113115117 South First street.
MISo M. C. FLEMING.
of underwear, only $3.50.
FURNITURE, BOTH STAPLE Q g
216 South Second street.
'Phones: Aut. 48; Bell, 85.
A fine Lisle thread (black)suit
of underwear, only $2.50.
..
Fresh clams, 30 cents pint. San Jose j mnu
i
r
n
n
v
..in ny vtLI T u u u u o, Q oocooocoooocoococooooococcocx
Market.
UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.
o
In Demlng good sale loans can b(
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
BOYS' REX CALF SHOES,$1.50
2 EVERY KIND AND EVERY
had at better rates than in the old es
WALKOVER SHOES FOR MEN
Fresh claras, 30 cents pint. San Jose
First street
tablished towns.
PRICE. CALL AND SEE IT. Q
Market.
o
BALLING BROJ., Proprietors.
ONLY $3.50.
o
STOVE REPAIRS.
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
Borradalle & Co.,
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
pay
you
per
100
hlcb will
1
cent In less
117 Gold Ave.
201-21- 1
N.
Third St.
than twelve months.
We desire patronage, and we
o
Ruppe's dru; store open all night
s
guarantee
baking.
For extra quality without extra price
every night
207 S. First street, A'buquerque, N. M
buy San Jose Market meats.

SWELL OXFORDS

-

(Sluite

I

Smart"

$3,00

Low Cuts are
At this store

X

& CO.

Price

-

.

Ji

U

a

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

I

r r TTMnTT"

$2. 50

and Children's

Oxfords and Slippers

r--r-

VJjT""Jk.

SELTZ SHOES FOR MEN.

I

J. L. BELL

JJ

.1

i

....,

1

1.-1

,..
1

1

.

!.,.

I
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CITY NEWS.

Reductions

!

Being overstocked on Clothing we have

-

marked down prioes on a great many
our Men's and Boys Suits in order to

Stimulate Business

ONE WEEK MORE

i

OUT
CUTIT WILL
THIS
PAY YOU

20

One-fift-

PER CENT

h

one-fift- h

SIMON STFRNJho

one-fift- h

FVFRITTly

ten-cen-

!

1

.

v;

'

.

Summer
Underwear

&

SONS

Whitney

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

Furniture J I

"

Presses

.

!'

i v

PIONEER BAKERY

E. L. WASHBURN.

ooococooocooo

first-clas-

